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1. ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY 

An argumentative essay attempts to persuade the reader to the writer's point of view. The writer always tries to 

convince the reader of the validity of his or her opinion.  

 

2. CAUSE and EFFECT 

In this type of persuasive essay, you should identify possible causes or effects of an event. However, these causes and 

effects must serve as evidence for a broader argument if your essay is to be persuasive. As you think about causes and 

effects, look for patterns and try to identify causes or effects that other writers or researchers have overlooked. 

 

3. CLASSIFICATION ESSAY 

In a classification essay, you separate things or ideas into specific categories and discuss each of them. You organize 

the essay by defining each classification and by giving examples of each type. 

 

4. COMPARE and CONTRAST ESSAY 

In a compare and contrast essay, you write about the similarities and differences between two or more people, places, 

or things. You can organize the essay by writing about one subject First and then comparing it with the Second 

subject. A more effective way is to organize the essay by comparing each subject by category. 

 

5. DEFINITION ESSAY 

When you are writing a definition essay, you take a term or an idea and write about what it is. Often, definitions are 

combined with classification or other forms of organization in the essay. You need to give a careful definition of the 

key term before going on to discuss different types or examples. 

 

6. DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY 

In a description essay, you write about what a person, place, or thing is like. You organize the essay by describing 

different parts or aspects of the main subject. It explains the “what, why, how, when, and where’s” of a topic. For 

example, a descriptive essay about a tree would explain what it’s made of, why it grows, when it grows, and so on. 

 

7. PROCESS/SEQUENCE ESSAY 

In a sequence essay, you are writing to describe a series of events or a process in some sort of order. Usually, this 

order is based on time. You organize the essay by writing about each step of the process in the order it occurred. 

 

8. NARRATIVE 

A narrative tells a story.  It has chronological order, sequence of events, action, conflicts or problems, dialogue, 

characters, a definite beginning, middle and end. 
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COMPUTER 

APARTMENT 

Advantages and Disadvantages 
 

LIVING in an APARTMENT 

 

When a person decides to enter a university away from home, she must also consider living accommodations. 

Although most universities offer student dormitories, students frequently choose to live in an apartment. While there are 

many advantages to apartment living, there are also many disadvantages. Before a student decides to live in an apartment, 

she should review all the advantages and disadvantages of living in an apartment.  

 

Living in an apartment has many advantages. First, students can choose to live in a quiet neighborhood. A quiet 

neighborhood is beneficial to studying. Away from the distractions of campus life, students can be more serious about 

their studies. Second, apartment life allows students to be more independent. For example, they can cook whatever they 

want to eat and have their meals whenever they want them. Third, students can often find apartments that are cheaper 

than the fee for room and board in a dormitory.  

 

However, living in an apartment also has some disadvantages. Being away from campus life can make students 

feel isolated. Another disadvantage is that apartments close to campus are usually expensive, and those farther away are 

not within walking distance. Therefore, transportation must be considered. Finally, students who live in apartments must 

cook their own meals, shop for food, do the laundry and clean their entire apartment - not just their own rooms. 

 

Even though there are many advantages to apartment living, I prefer to live in the university dormitory for the 

following reasons. First, I will be new at the university and meeting people will be easier in a dormitory setting. Second, 

I won't have to worry about purchasing and cooking food or cleaning up afterwards. Consequently, I will have more time 

for my studies. Finally, I will be within walking distance of my classes and the university library. In conclusion, living 

on campus is more advantageous for me than living in an apartment. 
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STUDYING ABROAD 

Argumentative 
  

STUDYING ABROAD 

I've been in America studying English since this April. It's certainly the most significant event in my life. I came 

to study at university in America because the Japanese university I went to was disappointing and did not give me any 

benefits. It was also boring. Most Japanese university students study hard before entering a university, but at the 

university they hardly study. Instead of studying, they spend a lot of time playing and drinking. Therefore, there are some 

advantages why I came to America. 

  

The first advantage of studying at an American university is to get global ideas. If I live only in Japan, my sight 

will be limited. To communicate with Americans or many foreigners will be very helpful for me to get global ideas. I’ve 

already experienced many things in America. At school, I can talk with many foreign students, and I learned different 

ways of thinking and differences of culture. Now I live in an apartment with a French student named Alex. I am living 

comfortably and I can learn many things from him. For example, sometimes he cooks French food for me, and teaches 

me the French language. He can speak Japanese a little, and sometimes I teach him Japanese. Learning a foreign language 

is also learning a foreign culture, so learning each language is good for us. And now, we have a good relationship. Also, 

to experience many things in America will be good for me.  

 

 Another benefit of studying in America is that I have a chance to visit many different places. During the three 

months since I've arrived, on weekends I went to many places and events such as Los Angeles, baseball games, the beach, 

fireworks and so on. I’ve been to baseball games, the beach and fireworks in Japan, but it is somehow different. 

Especially the atmosphere of the baseball game was very different. The audience was very enthused, and they cheered 

hard, so I felt unification. It was very fun. 

 

 As a result, I’m studying English to achieve my goals. My goals are to speak English well and graduate from a 

university in America. Also, I want to get global ideas. Studying English is hard and I’m exhausted, but every day I gain 

significant and valuable experiences 
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POLLUTION 

Cause & Effect 
 

CONSEQUENCES of POLLUTION 

           The world is going to become an impossible place to survive in. If we continue to pollute it, the environment and 

all living creatures will suffer. Therefore, if pollution is not controlled, there will be a lot of negative consequences. 

 

          The air will become worse if pollution continues. More cars are being produced, and their exhaust fumes pollute the 

atmosphere. Skies seem gray and black Because of the smog in the air. In addition, factories continue to pump smoke 

into the air that people breathe. If chimneys aren’t filtered, the air will get more polluted. 

 

          Not only the air, but also the water will get dirtier if this situation persists. Tankers are transporting oil in precious 

waters. Each time there are oil spills, sea and ocean life die. Moreover, large industrial complexes dispose of their waste 

in the ocean. If this goes on, the sea will eventually be full of toxic waste. 

 

         Along with air and water, people’s and animals’ lives will be endangered by more pollution. Lung diseases will 

increase if there are unhealthy environmental conditions. People will have respiratory ailments. Furthermore, the 

balance of nature will be disturbed and animals’ natural habitats will be destroyed. In other words, certain species of 

animals could become extinct. 

       

    In conclusion, the world will be a safer place if pollution is eliminated. The environment will be healthier. People 

and animals will be able to live more harmoniously with their environment.  

 

DIVORCE 

Cause & Effect 

WHY MARRIED COUPLES DIVORCED 

  Have you ever wondered why many married couples get divorced nowadays? What are the effects and results of 

having a divorce? Many married people are divorced or separated from each other, and this has great effects on their 

children’s lives. Many young people have problems because of their parents’ divorce. Many young people whose 

families are unstable take drugs, run away from home, and even commit suicide. There are three main reasons why 

married couples divorce: having affairs and financial problems. 

 

  One of the reasons why married couples get divorced is because of one partner having an affair. Most married 

couples today get divorced because either the husband or the wife is having an affair with another man or woman. 

Consider that the woman or man does not have the same feeling as before, this is the time when either the wife or the 

husband comes home late at night and they argue with each other. The husband then starts to beat up the wife. They fight 

and argue and the wife runs away with their children to her family. Having an affair is one of the most common reasons 

why married couples divorce or separate. 

 Another reason why married couples divorce is because of financial problems. Many families have problems 

because the husband spends too much money on alcohol instead of buying food for the family and paying for other 

family needs. The wife tries to do everything to help the family survive. The children stop going to school and are not 

well educated. The husband doesn’t even think about his children. The wife cannot live with this situation anymore and 

then she files for divorce. Also, if the wife or the husband is unemployed, neither of them will be satisfied because of a 

lack of money for the family. Many couples in this situation easily separate.  

 

  The main reasons many married couples get divorced are because of having affairs with others, financial 

problems in the family, and outside influences. Many married people get divorced in the world nowadays and many 

children have problems as a result. To conclude, I think being married requires a 

responsible approach to keep the marriage going, so get married only if you are 

ready to be responsible. 

affair: matter, issue 
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FLOWERS 

Classification 

 

TYPES of FLOWERS 
 

   Flowers have a certain importance in our lives. Flowers are food for the soul. In romance, they 

mix the senses and remain a visible reminder of one's love. Among the different choices, roses, 

lilacs, and flowers that come from bulbs are the most preferred flowers.     

       

The most preferred flowers are roses. Roses are on the top favorite list of many florists, gardeners and flower 

enthusiasts. Roses come in an assortment of colors like red, yellow, white, deep pink, and light pink. They are delicate 

and need a lot of care in growing them for your landscape garden. Like most other plants, roses need exposure to sunlight. 

On average, roses need a minimum exposure of four to six hours of sunlight. In addition to sunlight, roses also need to 

be well-watered. Most gardeners recommend watering them every three days. 

 

The Second most popular flowers are lilacs. Lilacs or their genus are known as one of the most aromatic and 

beautiful plants that can adorn your garden. Lilacs come in over 1,000 varieties, with the most popular being the purple 

lilac. White and pink are the other colors they come in.      

             

   Other types of flowers are ones that come from bulbs. These are the most colorful and easy to grow for any 

gardener. Moreover, different kinds of bulbs in are bloom from spring to summer. With a combination of bulbs one can 

ensure the garden remains colorful with bulbs blooming all year around. Some popular varieties of bulbs are peacock 

flowers, wind flowers, irises, daffodils, day lilies, crocuses, and tulips. All flowers are beautiful for human beings. Nature 

is beautiful Because of flowers. We should be interested in flowers. If nature is alive, flowers are very big factor. 

 

conflict: fight, quarrel   

decline: decrease, weaken 

due to: Because of  

regard: consider.   

remarkable: exceptional, noticeable  

unquestionably: certainly, doubtlessly 

values: principles, ethics 
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SHOPPING 

Classification 
 

SHOPPING in ISTANBUL 
 

  Shopping is a pleasure of any vacation or business trip. In Turkey, you can buy special handicrafts which vary 

from one region to another. Authentic bazaars, rug and kilim workshops, and other traditional handicraft centers offer 

pleasant shopping. The most well-known shopping center is The Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. The Spice Bazaar is also in the 

neighborhood.  

   

World-famous Turkish rugs and kilims are incomparable in terms of quality and beauty. You will certainly take 

great pleasure in selecting and buying different rugs woven in various styles from different parts of Turkey. Turkish 

leather and textile products reflecting the latest fashion attract visitors looking for reasonable prices. The origins of 

jewelry go back to the Neolithic age in Anatolia, and several designs have been created combining the ancient styles with 

those of the future. Silver and gold jewelry with precious stones are among the most popular items of shopping in Turkey.  

   

In the neighborhood of the Grand Bazaar, there are a number of art and antique galleries that sell rare pieces of 

Ottoman engravings, silverware, needlework, illuminations, ceramics and tiles, paintings, and contemporary art. There are 

also many souvenir shops offering a wide range of popular gift items, such as laces, kanavice (canvas embroidery), 

yemeni (color print cotton scarves), copperware, and gifts made of brass and marble. Other interesting items are hand-

painted ceramics and porcelain, which originate from Iznik, Istanbul and Kutahya. There are hundreds of years’ worth of 

examples of this traditional art in international collections. Visiting these kinds of merchants is highly recommended. 

   

Shopping is very easy since you can use all major credit cards if you do not wish to pay cash. Many shopkeepers 

and other staff in retail shops speak English and they are attentive and willing to show and introduce their goods. 

Shopping in Turkey is a part of a great vacation. Come and enjoy the destination. You’ll love it!  
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ADVERTISING 

Argumentative 
 

EFFECT of ADVERTISING 

  Advertising is a powerful and persuasive medium. It is also an effective way of selling new products, and many 

people argue that it effectively influences us towards unnecessary spending. Others, However, disagree. They say 

advertising can't sell any product; it can only help to sell a product people want to buy. 

 

  One of the main arguments for advertising is that it generates wealth for a country. That is to say, more goods are 

sold and more taxes are paid, which help governments to pay for essential services, such as education and health care. 

Moreover, there is an increase in the number of jobs for producing, marketing, and servicing. These goods help to reduce 

the unemployment problem, which is also a great advantage for a country's economy.       

 

  What is more, advertising raises money for a huge number of sporting events and artistic performances. 

Otherwise, these may not be held without sponsorship from companies who advertise their products. These events may 

disappear due to lack of funding. In other words, although consumerism is promoted through advertising, it is beneficial 

to both the consumer and society. 

 

  On the other hand, advertisements can cause people to be dissatisfied with what they already have, and make 

them want more. Being exposed again and again to products which one cannot afford produces frustration and 

dissatisfaction. Furthermore, not all parents are in a position to afford the goods which their children see advertised and 

want to possess. This often leads to feelings of inadequacy, especially among the less well-off. 

    In addition to this, advertising creates materialism and causes people to place too much importance on material 

goods. The fact that people are prepared to work long hours, or even turn to crime in order to gain the goods on offer, 

shows that advertising persuades people to go to great lengths to keep the same standard of living as those they see around 

them. It is a fact that neither crime nor the stress caused by overworking can benefit society. 

  In conclusion, I believe that advertising generates wealth by encouraging people to spend more money, but it 

also supports greed and breeds dissatisfaction by putting us off from more vital things.  

 

breed: cause, create 

dissatisfied: displeased 

exposed to: seeing 

funding: financial support 

generate: create, cause, produce 

goods: products 

intrusion: attack, invasion 

medium: method, way  

promote: encourage 
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EXERCISE 

Argumentative -Persuasive 
 

WHY PEOPLE SHOULD EXERCISE 

In the past, I have never been inclined to participate in sports. Frankly, I didn’t like it, but many 

people whom I lived with kept telling me every day how good sports were. Since the peer pressure was 

growing, I decided to go to the gym. After that I could really understand people when they said exercise 

really helps a person to get organized and keeps you healthy, both physically and mentally.  

 

To begin with, when you are a lazy person, it is difficult to take the First step, but it is all a matter 

of committing yourself to something that will provide you a lot of positive feedback. Once you start doing 

exercise and observing positive results, you actually enjoy it. It takes a lot of effort and strong will, but it's 

worth it. The principal thing to do is to participate in an activity you like. If you do, you’ll start organizing 

your day in a way that enables you to do everything you have to, including exercising. As a result of this, 

you will no longer be a stressed-out person without time to do all your activities.  

 

Second, it is obvious that once you exercise you will be in better condition. You will be physically 

healthier. It is probable that you will lose weight and your muscles will get stronger and stronger. When your 

body feels well and full of energy, it will respond immediately to any action you want to do. Furthermore, 

any activity will be done in high spirits.  

 

The third reason why exercising is good is that it affects you positively in a psychological way. 

Doing exercise helps you to set specific goals which, along with a strong will, can be achieved. When you do 

that, you are aware of your abilities, you accept your weaknesses, and your self-esteem goes up. Any sport 

distracts you because it helps you to not think about school, friends, problems, and other things. Thus, it 

brings you time to think about yourself and no one else. It also helps you keep your mind busy and avoid 

dangerous habits.  

 

As a result of my experiences, I can say that doing exercise is very important to any person of any 

age. The positive effects of exercising, which I’ve already mentioned, are like a chain. Once you do a sports 

activity that you like, you get organized; therefore, you start doing things the right way and get enormous 

benefits which make you feel good as a whole human being. You start living your life happily.  

   

(Maru Mercado  Advanced English  Erlyn Baack) 

 

distract: take your attention away from something 

incline: to have tendency, lean 
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HOMES 

Compare and Contrast 

 

MY TWO HOMES 

There are two places that have had a profound impact in my life. One of them is New York City, 

and the other is Quetzaltenango, Guatemala. When you compare them, they seem like dramatically different 

places, but they have some things in common, and I love them both. 

 

There are many reasons why New York seems like my home away from home. Both cities are 

striking and distinctive. For example, each has its own nickname. Everyone knows New York is "the Big 

Apple." Quetzaltenango is known as "Xela" (pronounced shey-la), which is a lot easier to say! Second, both 

cities have a "Central Park" where people like to go and walk. Although Central Park in Xela is smaller, its 

tropical flowers and colonial architecture mean it is just as beautiful as New York's. Furthermore, when you 

walk around Xela, you find many tourists and people from other countries, just like in New York. For me, 

this means conversations in Xela are just as interesting as conversations in New York. 

 

Despite their similarities, these cities are different. Life in Xela is more colorful and the pace of life 

is slower. For this reason, whenever I return to Xela, it is like an escape. When I arrive, the First thing I 

notice is the color. In New York, many people wear black to be stylish, but in Xela stylish clothing is the 

rainbow-colored clothing of the indigenous people. And because Xela is smaller, the beautiful green 

mountains outside the city are always visible. The second thing I notice is the pace of life. They say New 

York never sleeps, and it must be true, because I always see people walking and cars on the streets, even late 

at night. In the evening, my Guatemalan city definitely sleeps. Some younger people go out dancing and 

some families take a walk in the city's Central Park, but by ten o'clock the streets are pretty deserted. On the 

other hand, New Yorkers are often in such a hurry, they don't even stop to eat. For breakfast they buy food 

on the street, and eat it while they are walking or on the subway. At lunch they order food from work and eat 

at their desks. In Xela people eat their breakfast at home and most come home from work for a much more 

relaxed and longer lunch. 

 

In conclusion, these are the two cities I love. For me, both are home, are unique, and are filled with 

interesting people. These places represent the best of both worlds. New York is more hurried and rushed 

when I need energy, and Xela gives me a slower pace when I need to relax. Together they keep me balanced.  

 

(Effective Academic Writing 2: The Short Essay) 
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Compare & Contrast 
 

ENGLISH and MATHS are MORE IMPORTANT SUBJECTS THAN ART 

and MUSIC 

 

It isn't it unfortunate that in today's society there are many people who cannot read, write or even 

do arithmetic? I strongly believe that although subjects such as Art and Music are important, English and 

Math are the most fundamental part of our education. 

 

  In the first place, when you know how to read, write and do simple calculations, you have the tools 

required in order to deal with everyday matters. For example, being able to read and write can help you 

communicate and express yourself dearly. Moreover, you need basic math for such daily chores as doing 

your shopping, paying your bills and managing your money. Furthermore, it is essential to have a good 

knowledge of, English and Math in order to find even the simplest job. Reading, writing and mathematical 

skills are the minimum requirements that most employers demand.   

 

On the other hand, it can be argued that Art and Music are just as significant as English and Math. 

For instance, learning how to draw or play an instrument can introduce a child to a whole new world. In 

addition to this, subjects such as Art and Music can provide children with a well-rounded education rather 

than just basic skills.  

 

All things considered, though, it seems to me that English and Math are vital subjects. Without 

learning to read, write or do arithmetic, people may have difficulties coping with even the simplest tasks in 

daily life. 
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PRESENT and PAST 

Compare & Contrast 

 

LIVING in the PRESENT 

 

I have been interested in history ever since I was in junior high school. Sometimes I have 

daydreamed about the past and the life I could have had. I still love to read about ancient civilizations, like 

ancient Egypt, but if I had to choose when I would like to live, I would never choose the past. The present is 

the best time for me as a woman because living in a world at peace, being able to develop my mind and 

talents, and enjoying the love of my family and friends are the most important things in my life. 

 

Our time is more peaceful than most other times in the past. In fact, I think past generations would 

look at our lives today, in developed countries, and think that they are close to the ideal. Although there are 

still conflicts in some parts of the world, we have lived for more than 60 years without world war. We have 

not suffered the tragedies of war as past generations did. In addition, today we are more concerned about 

what is happening in the world. Before and even after World War II, people tended to think only about their 

own lives and countries. Now that we care more about international problems, we are making the world more 

peaceful. 

 

The present is important to me as a woman because I can develop my mind and talents. It is only 

now that women can begin to show their full contribution to the world. In the past, women's lives were not 

easy because they couldn't study or work outside of the home. They had to take care of their husbands and 

children. I don't want to say that family isn't important. On the contrary, family is essential to my life, but 

the chance to work and study is also valuable. Today, many women play an important role in the 

professional world, something that they couldn't have done in the past. 

 

The third reason why I prefer the present is even more personal: I could never bear to be separated 

from my family and friends. My family is the best that anyone could have, and I can't imagine living without 

them. My friends are also essential to my happiness, and I wouldn't want to be lost in the past with an empty 

heart. I know that in any time I lived I would look for close friends, but I'm convinced I would never find 

better ones than those that I already have. 

 

I hope that I can use these years of peace, this chance to develop independently as a woman, and the 

support of the people I love to create a happy and productive future. Studying history reminds us that many 

people in the past tried to make the world a better place. I hope to do the same and to live my life to the 

fullest today and tomorrow. 

 

(Reason to Write.  Strategies for Success in Academic Writing. Int.) 
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TWO SCHOOLS 

Compare & Contrast 
 

PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND STATE SCHOOLS 

             As we know there are two types of schools in Turkey. One of them is private schools, which are 

established by a person or a firm where mostly children of the rich are educated. The other is public schools, 

which the government sets up itself and which are seen more commonly in Turkey. When we compare the 

former with the latter, private schools have some aspects that are hardly seen in public schools, such as the 

quality of education, the facilities provided and the high rate of entering a university. 

 

 Firstly, the teachers who are provided with a high salary and some other opportunities are the source 

of the quality education in private schools. Not encountering any hardship, they concentrate on their work 

and thus come the success of the students. One reason which increases the quality of education in private 

schools is the perfect relationship between the teachers and students. Via this structural organization, 

students in private schools can tell any of the problems they face; hence, education rises to degrees which are 

beyond perfection. 

 

 Secondly, as success depends not only on education but also on facilities that help students 

socialize and relax; private schools are far ahead of their public counterparts. Sports halls, swimming pools, 

conference halls, and places for recreation enable students to have both a physically and psychologically 

perfect condition. 

 

The third and the most obvious aspect of private schools is the astounding success ratio of 

students entering universities. With the help of their qualified teachers and the facilities, students in private 

schools will surely be more successful than those who graduated from public schools.  

 

To conclude, our country needs more and more private schools because of the quality of education 

our children need. For this process, the government’s support is intensively needed. If the government helps 

people and companies as well as facilitates bureaucratic processes for opening more private schools, the 

problem of education seems as if it will decrease in the near future.  
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STUDENT ZOMBIES 
Definition 

 

STUDENT ZOMBIES 

  Schools divide people into categories. From First grade on up, students are labeled "advanced" or 

"deprived" or "remedial" or "antisocial." Students pigeonhole their fellow students, too. We've all known the 

"brain," the "jock," the "dummy," and the "teacher's pet." In most cases, these narrow labels are misleading 

and inaccurate. But there is one label for a certain type of college student that says it all. That is, of course, 

"zombie." 

  Most of us haven't known many real zombies personally, but we do know how they act. Horror 

movies have given us portraits of zombies, the living dead, for years. They stalk around graveyards, their 

eyes glued open by Hollywood makeup artists, bumping like cheap toy robots into living people. The special 

effects in horror movies are much better now. Zombie students in college do just about the same thing. They 

stalk around campus, eyes glazed, staring off into space. They wander into classrooms, sit down 

mechanically, and contemplate the ceiling. Zombie students rarely eat, play sports, or toss Frisbees on 

campus lawns. Instead, they mysteriously disappear when classes are over and return only when they next 

feel the urge to drift into a classroom. The urge may not return, however, for weeks. 

  Where student zombies come from is as weird as the origin of the original zombies of the voodoo 

cults. According to voodoo legend, zombies are corpses that have come alive again. They have been 

reanimated by supernatural spells. Student zombies, too, are directed by a strange power. They continue to 

attend school although they have no apparent motivation to do so. They are completely uninterested in 

college-related activities like tests, grades, papers, and projects. They seem to be propelled by some inner 

force that compels them to wander forever through the halls of higher education. 

  All zombies, unfortunately, have a similar fate. In the movies, they are usually shot, stabbed, or 

electrocuted, all to no avail. Then the hero or heroine finally realizes that a counter spell is needed. Once the 

counter spell is cast, with the appropriate props of chicken legs, human hair, and bats' eyeballs, the zombie-

corpse can return peacefully to its coffin. Student zombies, if they are to change at all, must undergo a 

similar traumatic experience. Sometimes the evil spell can be broken by a grade transcript decorated with "F" 

grades. Sometimes a professor will hold a private, intensive exorcism session. Sometimes, though, the 

zombies blunder around for years until they are gently persuaded by the college administration to head for 

another institution that accepts zombies. Then, they enroll in a new college or get a job in the family 

business. 

Every college student knows that it's not necessary to see Night of the Living Dead or Voodoo Island 

in order to see zombies in action. Forget the campus movie theater or the late show. Just sit in a classroom 

and wait for the students who walk in without books or papers of any kind and sit in the farthest seats in the 

rear. Day of the Living Dead is showing every day at a college near you. 

 

(College Writing Skills-The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.) 
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 PERSON 

Descriptive 

 

BROCATO'S 

Roberto loves ice cream. He especially loves Brocato's ice cream. He says that it is the best ice 

cream in the world! Roberto often goes to Brocato's after school. It is on Carrolltoa: Avenue near his 

apartment. 

 

Brocato's is an old-fashioned ice cream shop. Angelo Brocato's grandson runs the shop now. In the 

windows, there are Italian flags and delicious pastries. Inside, there are small, round marble tables. To the 

side there is a tall case full of pastries. On top of the case, there are large jars of candy. Next to the pastry 

case, there are large, round tubs of ice cream in a large refrigerated case. 

 

It is a busy day and there are many people at Brocato's today. Roberto is there with Sylvia. They are 

eating ice cream and talking about their English test tomorrow. Other people are drinking Italian coffee and 

reading newspapers. Some look tired. They are probably taking a break from work. Some children are 

standing at the ice cream case. They are choosing a flavor. Their father is waiting patiently. 

 

Roberto feels comfortable in Brocato's. Mr. Brocato is friendly and the ice cream is the best in the 

world.    (Composition Practice: Book 1) 

 

A PERSON 

Description and Narration 

 

KATIE’S 

Roberto likes to eat out. He goes to a restaurant for dinner almost every weekend. He doesn't wait 

for a special occasion. He usually invites his girlfriend, Sylvia, to go with him. 

Roberto's favorite restaurant is Katie's. It's a small neighborhood place on Bienville Street. It is not 

elegant, but it is very pleasant. Katie's granddaughter and her husband run the restaurant. They know most of 

their customers. They are very friendly. It is a typical New Orleans restaurant. There are only a few tables in 

the restaurant. There are no tablecloths on the tables. There are posters of New Orleans on the walls. There is 

a bar in the front. Near the bar, there is a jukebox. The food is delicious. Roberto sometimes orders fried 

shrimp or oysters. Sylvia likes their fried trout. They eat slowly and leisurely. They always enjoy their meal. 

The waitresses are friendly and the service is quick. Roberto always leaves a nice tip. 

 

Roberto has a pleasant evening when he goes to his favorite restaurant. He always enjoys an evening 

with Sylvia at Katie's. 

 

(Compositon Practice: Book 1) 
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PIZZA 

Descriptive 
 

THE BEST PIZZA in TOWN and MAYBE the WORLD 

 

I have suffered a great deal Because of a terrible addiction to pizza. Basically, I enjoy pizza too 

much. In fact, I enjoy it so much, I won't share it, not even with my mother. People in my hometown of 

Cabimas, Venezuela, laugh at me and call me the Pizza King of Cabimas, but it is a name that I am proud of. 

I have eaten pizza in many places, and none is as good as the pizza of Cabimas. 

 

The best place to eat pizza in Cabimas is at Papa's. Customers have to wait in line to get a table but 

the wait is worth it. Once they reseated, pizza-lovers can choose from many varieties of pizza, such as pizza 

with shrimp and smoked oysters or pizza with pine nuts and garlic, but my favorite is the sausage and 

pepperoni. First of all, it is big. When the waiter puts it down in front of me, I feel happy Because I will get 

enough to eat. It smells of garlic, oil, and spices. And it looks delicious too. The sauce oozes out from under 

a layer of rich melted cheese. The best part is the First bite. I sink my teeth into a slightly crunchy crust, 

thick tomato sauce and gooey cheese, and I am in heaven, I can eat two of these pizzas in one night, even 

though I know I will have a stomachache afterwards. 

 

Now that I am in the United States, I am trying different kinds of pizzas here. I have never seen so 

many different pizza restaurants! I want to try them one by one. So far, some of them are delicious, but I am 

convinced that the best pizza in the world is still at Papa's restaurant a couple of blocks from the house where 

I grew up.  

(Effective Academic Writing 2: The Short Essay) 
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MY ROOM 

Descriptive 

 

MY FANTASY ROOM 

 

  Recently, the comic strip "Peanuts" had a story about Lucy's going to camp for two weeks. At 

Camp Beanbag, Lucy tells Charlie Brown, there is no flag raising or required activity. All the campers do is 

lie in a room in beanbag chairs and eat junk food. This idea appealed to me, and I began to think. If I could 

spend two weeks in just one place, what would that place be like? I began to imagine the room of my 

dreams. 

First of all, my fantasy room would be decorated in a way that would make me feel totally at ease. 

The walls would be painted a tasteful shade of pale green, the color supposed to be the most soothing. 

Psychologists have conducted studies proving that color can affect a person's mood. Also, a deep plush 

carpet in an intense blue would cover the floor from wall to wall—the perfect foundation for padding silently 

around the room. In the entryway, huge closets with sliding doors would contain rny wardrobe of size-eight 

designer originals. The closets I have now are always messy and crowded, stuffed with old shoes and other 

kinds of junk. Lastly, on the walls, silver frames would hold my memories; pictures of me with my sports 

star and musician friends, news clippings reporting on my social life, a poster advertising the movie version 

of my most recent best-selling novel. Everything would be quiet and tasteful, of course. 

 

I'd have a king-sized bed with a headboard full of buttons that would allow me to turn on lights, start 

music playing, or run hot water for my Jacuzzi bath without getting up. Tall bookcases with enough shelf 

space for all the souvenirs from my world travels would line an entire wall. Against the opposite wall would 

be a chrome and glass desk topped with lined pads and a rainbow of felt-tipped pens. They would await the 

moment when I became inspired enough to begin writing my next best-seller. And for my purebred Persian 

cat, there would be a lavender satin pillow. 

 

Finally, my fantasy room would have the latest technological advances. The air-conditioning or 

heating, depending on the season, would function at a whisper. A telephone, operated by a push button from 

my bed, would put me in touch with the world. Or, if I were feeling antisocial, I could flick on my 

quadraphonic stereo system and fill the room with music. I could select a movie from my library of 

videocassette tapes to play on my giant-screen projection TV. Or I could throw a switch, and the satellite 

dish on my roof would bring me my choice of television programs from all over the world. 

 

It's probably good that my fantasy room exists only in my mind. If it were real, I don't think two 

weeks would be long enough. I might stay in it forever. 

 

(College Writing Skills-The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.) 
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ICE CREAM 

Descriptive 

  

ICE CREAM 

 

Ice cream is my favorite food. Eating it is always a new experience for me. It appeals to all my 

senses. First I enjoy just looking at it, letting my mouth water as I appreciate the rippled, frosty, creamy 

substance. But I can't look for long. I have to dig in with my spoon for that First taste. To prolong the 

anticipation, I dig in slowly so that I can listen to the tiny squishy sound that the spoon makes as it slips 

smoothly through the cold softness. 

 

I can hardly wait any longer, but I do, Because next I want to enjoy the faint aroma of the flavor. It 

doesn't really matter to me what the flavor is; I like them all. However, I especially like the faintly acrid 

smell of chocolate, the mild sweetness of vanilla, and the sharpness of peppermint. 

 

Finally, they waited moment comes. The spoon, as I lift it to my mouth, has grown cold with its 

frosty burden. I close my mouth around the spoon and pull it out slowly. The coldness slips off onto my 

tongue — chillingly, soothingly, excitingly. As I swallow the cool, sweet cream, my spoon is already back in 

the dish, scooping up another bite. 

 

(Copy-Write: Basic Writing Through Controlled Composition) 

 

 
A PLACE 

Descriptive 

 

FROM "BEYOND the SUN" 
 

It's colder now. There's a rosy blush of color behind the clouds massed low in the southern sky, 

near where the sun might be. The trail cut a swath fifteen feet wide through a deep evergreen forest, and I fall 

into the easy meditative rhythm of flatland skiing: kick-slide, kick-slide, kick-slide. It warms 

me up right away. 

 

When the lodge is well behind me, with only the forest ahead, I At last stop and look around. What 

kind of magic is this? A minimalist world. Nothing but spruce trees mounded with snow, a vast and 

enclosing mosaic etched solely in grays and whites. Candle spruce, the trees are called—tall and slender, 

their boughs held close to their trunks for protection against the winter's weight, lowered in supplication. 

Without a winter sun, without much wind, the snow that falls here doesn't melt or blow away, as it does back 

in Colorado, where I usually ski. Instead, it stays on the trees, bending the smaller ones over like so many 

nuns with their heads bowed in prayer. On the tops of the trees the snow clumps into knobs that look like 

bobbing human heads, like drunks falling asleep at a bar, like legions of friendly ghosts nodding off to 

dreamland. And the smallest trees of all are but stubby white thumbs lost entirely beneath the snow. 

 

Without direct sunlight, there are no shadows here, no lines, no sharp distinctions. The daylight lies 

as a graying caress upon the soft, undisturbed patterns of free-fallen snow. It's a scene so easy on the eyes, so 

at peace with itself, that the skier opens wide to take it all in. Winter's wonderland discovered: the Forest 

White. 

 

-Tom Huth 

(Refining Composition Skills: Rhetoric and Grammar) 
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MY FAMILY 

Descriptive 

 

FAMILY PORTRAIT 
 

My mother, who is seventy years old, recently sent me a photograph of herself that I had never seen 

before. While cleaning out the attic of her Florida home, she came across a studio portrait she had had taken 

about a year before she married my father. This picture of my mother as a twenty-year-old girl has fascinated 

me from the moment I began to study it closely. 

The young woman in the picture has a face that resembles my own in many ways. Her face is a bit 

more oval than mine, but the softly waving brown hair around it is identical. The small, straight nose is the 

same model I was born with. My mother's mouth is closed, yet there is just the slightest hint of a smile on her 

full lips. I know that if she had smiled, she would have shown the same wide grin and down curving "smile 

lines" that appear in my own snapshots. The most haunting features in the photo, however, are my mother's 

eyes. They are exact duplicates of my own large, dark brown ones. Her brows are plucked into thin lines, 

which are like two pencil strokes added to highlight those fine, luminous eyes. 

I've also carefully studied the clothing and jewelry in the photograph. My mother is wearing a blouse 

and skirt that, although the photo was taken fifty years ago, could easily be worn today. The blouse is made 

of heavy eggshell-colored satin and reflects the light in its folds and hollows. It has a turned-down cowi 

collar and smocking on the shoulders and below the collar. The smocking (tiny rows of gathered material) 

looks hand-done. The skirt, which covers my mother's calves, is straight and made of light wool or flannel. 

My mother is wearing silver drop earrings. They are about two inches long and roughly shield-shaped. On 

her left wrist is a matching bracelet. My mother can't find this bracelet now, despite the fact that we spent 

hours searching through the attic for it. On the third finger of her left hand is a ring with a large, square-cut 

stone. 

The story behind the picture is as interesting to me as the young woman it captures. Mom, who was 

earning twenty-five dollars a week as a file clerk, decided to give her boyfriend (my father) a picture of 

herself. She spent almost two weeks' salary on the skirt and blouse, which she bought at a fancy department 

store downtown. She borrowed the earrings and bracelet from her older sister, my aunt Dorothy. The ring she 

wore was a present from another young man she was dating at the time. Mom spent another chunk of her 

salary to pay the portrait photographer for the hand-tinted print in old-fashioned tones of brown and tan. Just 

before giving the picture to my father, she scrawled at the lower left, "Sincerely, Beatrice." 

When I study this picture, I react in many ways. I think about the trouble that Mom went to in order 

to impress the young man who was to be my father. I laugh when I look at the ring that was probably worn to 

make my father jealous. I smile at the serious, formal inscription my mother used in this stage of the budding 

relationship. Sometimes, I am filled with a mixture of pleasure and sadness when I look at this frozen long-

ago moment. It is a moment of beauty, of love, and- in a way - of my own past.  

 

(College Writing Skills-The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.) 
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A PLACE 

Descriptive 
 

LONDON 
 

Set in the heart of southern England, London is one of the biggest and busiest cities in Europe. A 

truly international city, London attracts millions of visitors every year from all over the world, yet never 

loses its own unique charm. 

 

London has many impressive sights to see, ranging from the historical beauty of St.Paul´s Cathedral 

and Big Ben to Buckingham Palace and the Houses of Parliament. In this city of contrasts, you can be 

walking along one of the busiest streets, yet still be less than a mile from one of the many huge, peaceful 

parks. London is a great cultural center, too; the National Gallery contains one of the finest collections of 

classical paintings in the world. 

 

London is also well known for other things apart from its monuments and art galleries. Shoppers will 

enjoy visiting the department stores on Oxford Street or they could try Harrods, the most exclusive shop in 

London. For evening entertainment, the choice of theaters is enormous. From the famous Southbank Theater 

complex to the smaller theaters on Covent Garden, there is no end of plays to see.  Soho and its pavement 

cafés are also worth visiting. 

 

London is an exceptional place, a truly modern city that has managed to keep its traditional style and 

sense of history. You may get exhausted in London, but one thing is certain; you will never get bored, as Dr. 

Johnson once said, “When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life.” 

 

 

http://www.eslflow.com/descriptivewriting.html 
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LESSON 

Narration 
 

A SCARY SECRET 

My sister and I made a dangerous mistake one summer, I was thirteen and my sister was fourteen, 

and our parents had taken us to the city where they grew up. We felt very grown up as we rode to the hotel in 

a taxi. The hotel was very big, and it had a blue tile floor. After we unpacked our suitcases, our parents 

wanted to go to the market. My mother told us not to go outside. "We won't," my sister promised, but I knew 

that she was lying. We had already decided to go out and explore this strange and beautiful city by ourselves. 

 

As soon as my parents were out of sight, we got our things and went downstairs. We walked out of 

the hotel doors and down a narrow street. The sun was setting, and the light was very beautiful. We could 

hear the noises of traffic nearby, but the little street was quiet. Suddenly, a man with a gun stepped out from 

a doorway. He said, "Don't move!" He was short, and he was wearing a dark green jacket and sunglasses. He 

came very close and we could smell cigarettes and something terrible in his breath. We were terrified and 

couldn't say anything. He said, "Give me your shoes." So I did. Then he took my sister's purse and her gold 

ring and ran away. I remember that I fell against my sister. I heard her take a deep breath; she was shaking. 

Afterward, we ran back to the hotel, across the blue tile floor and up to our room. 

 

The man scared us, but he also taught us something important. Before this experience, we did not 

always listen to our parents. We now learned that we should obey them. My sister and I became obedient 

daughters, and we enjoyed the rest of our vacation. However, we decided not to tell our parents about our 

adventure. We knew they would punish us even though we had learned our lesson. This dangerous adventure 

is still a secret that I share with my sister.  

 

(Effective Academic Writing 2: The Short Essay) 
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AN ACCIDENT 

Narration 
  

WITNESS 

  Last month as my husband and I sat in our van at an intersection waiting for the light to turn green, 

we heard approaching sirens just as the light changed. My husband, at the wheel, waited before entering the 

intersection. As we looked around, trying to see which direction the wail was coming from, we saw a light 

blue car suddenly appear on the cross street and stop short at the intersection. Close behind was a police car, 

which, after pulling ahead, slammed to a stop immediately in front of the other car. 

 

Almost at the same moment, both drivers jumped out and confronted each other on the street. We 

could see that the policeman was carrying a revolver, although he wasn't pointing it at the other driver — a 

young man apparently in his early twenties. What happened next is confusing and hard to explain, Because 

several things occurred in less than a minute. 

 

The young man began striking the officer, cursing and behaving belligerently. The policeman, still 

holding his gun at his side, ordered the man to turn around and put his hands on his car. Then it seemed that 

the officer tried to strike the head of the other man with his handgun; the gun fired, and the young man 

dropped to the ground. All this action, remember, took place in less than a minute. Almost immediately after 

the shot another police car came up and crowds of bystanders began to surround the area. We could no 

longer observe what was happening, but we couldn't leave Because the streets were blocked. 

 

The young driver is still in the hospital recovering from a wound in the neck. He is suing the town 

for applying unfair police tactics to college students and for unwarranted use of firearms.  

 

(Copy-Write: Basic Writing Through Controlled Composition) 
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TRIP 

Narration 
  

A MEMORABLE TRIP 

 

I took a fantastic trip with my family when I was ten years old. I remember it well. My aunt, uncle, 

and cousins were living on a little farm in the country outside Rome and they invited us to visit them. These 

cousins, Angelo and Gina, are the same cousins who live in Miami now. Our trip to visit them a long time 

ago was very different from our recent trip to Miami. 

 

It was a Saturday morning when we left home. We got up early that morning before the sun rose. We 

were sleepy, but we were excited and ate breakfast quickly. We left home at 5:30 in order to get an early 

start. It took us three hours to get there in my father's old car. When we arrived at the house, my father 

honked the horn to announce our arrival. Everyone ran out to greet us. We all hugged and kissed each other. 

 

We stayed for two days and had a marvelous time. We played outside all day and helped Uncle Vito 

feed the chickens. He taught us how to make wine. He also showed us how to play checkers. At night, 

Roberto and I played checkers with Angelo and Gina while listening to the grown-ups tell stories about their 

childhood. 

 

When it was time to leave, we were very sad. My mother was especially sad to leave my Aunt 

Rosalina, her sister. They begged us to stay longer, but we had to leave. My father had to go to work the next 

day. As I look back, that trip was a long, long time ago. Aunt Rosalina and Uncle Vito are both dead, and 

Gina and Angelo are living in Miami. The world is different now. 

 

(Composition Practice: A Text for English Language Learners) 
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BEACH 

Narration 
 

A DAY at the BEACH 
 

 Like most families in the city, we like to go to the beach on Sundays in summer. And, like most 

families, we go to bed late on Saturday night and get up late, perhaps eleven o'clock before we are ready to 

depart. So last Sunday was typical. We packed everything we needed, and all got into the car - my father, my 

mother and my young brothers, George and Philip - and set off for Varkiza at the same time as all the other 

families in our district. 

 

 It took us an hour and a half to get to Varkiza. We soon found ourselves in an endless line of traffic, 

with everyone getting hotter and more impatient. When we got to Varkiza, it was just as bad Because it took 

twenty minutes to find somewhere to park. 

 

 The scene at the beach was incredibly colorful and noisy. Hundreds of families were lying on towels 

in the sun or sheltered under brightly colored sunshades and half of them had a radio on. Groups of boys 

were trying to play games with beach balls and tripping over the couples trying to sunbathe so arguments 

were starting up everywhere. George and Philip rushed down to the water while my mother and I put up our 

sunshade and my father unpacked a deckchair and read the paper.   

 

 Eventually, the boys got tired of swimming and playing and said they were hungry. We went to one 

of the big cafes near the beach. It was full of people. They were all eating, drinking and talking. We joined a 

long queue for food while my mother looked for a free table.  

 

             When we got back to the car after a long lunch we realized that all the other families were returning 

at the same time. It was seven thirty before we got back to our flat. "It's the last time!" my father said. "Never 

again!" But we knew that next weekend, he would stay up late on Saturday night, get up late on Sunday 

morning, and we would set out for the beach at exactly the same time as everyone else.   
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FAULT 

Narration 
 

MY FAULT 

I remember vividly the day I made a big mistake regarding one of my friends. I was eleven years old, 

in the fifth grade, and I went to a school in the country. The school, which was very small and poor, had 

about twenty classrooms.  

My friend and I, who became acquainted with me about a year before, studied in the same classroom. 

We quickly became closer and even friendlier than before. When neither of us understood something, we 

would ask each other to clear up our questions. 

Our classroom had a shelf, which was made of wood and painted brown. The teacher used it to place 

miscellaneous things on. Among those things, she especially liked a pink flower vase which was made of 

pottery. One time, she told the students that her mother had given her this flower vase a long time ago when 

she had gone to visit her mother in town. 

One day when we were waiting for the teacher, my friend and I went to the shelf to look at the objects 

on it. We saw a toy car on top of the shelf and Because it was too high to reach, my friend grabbed the edge 

of the shelf with his right hand and started to climb up. Suddenly his left hand collided with the flower vase. 

It fell on the floor with a little dry sound; the flower vase was broken into pieces. 

Before we could think of what to do, the teacher appeared in the door 

We ran back to our seats and we told nobody what had happened. The teacher quickly noticed the 

pieces of the broken vase on the floor She was stunned for a moment. Then she slowly turned her face to the 

class and asked in a trembling voice that had broken the vase. 

Nobody answered her question. After a moment of silence, she said in an angry voice that if someone 

had seen who broke the flower vase and did not willingly point out the culprit,  when she found out he would 

get the same punishment as the one who broke the vase.  

When I heard those words, I became afraid of the punishment if I kept silent. I stood up, pointed my 

finger at my friend, and said that he had broken the vase. I slumped down in my chair as if I had just thrown 

a burden from my shoulder; but now, Because of my egotism, this burden was transferred to my friend. He 

was hit with a ruler five times on his palm.  

Maybe my friend will forgive me for what I did to him, but I will never forget my fault. All these years 

later, I always promise myself that I will never do that to my friends again; I never let my friends think of me 

as a mean person.  

 

(Developing Composition Skills: Rhetoric and Grammar. Thomson Heinle) 
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CHILDHOOD 

Narration 
 

A KEY MOMENT in my CHILDHOOD 
 

This incident occurred when I was about ten years old, just after the War. I had spent the war years 

in the country but when it was over my parents returned to London and I found myself a stranger in a class of 

40 boys in a state primary school. 

 

 I had had advantages most of the boys had lacked. There were plenty of books in the house and my 

parents had encouraged me to read. The teacher in this London school, a man called Jones, soon found that 

when he asked the class a question, I was the First to put up my hand and usually knew the answer. Because 

of this, he started calling me "Professor" and though I was not trying to show off, a lot of the boys obviously 

thought of me as the teacher's pet. 

 

One day Mr. Jones asked a question and several boys failed to answer it before he turned to me. This 

time I got the answer hopelessly wrong. He was so used to relying on me that he was irritated. "No, don't be 

silly.  Professor," he said.  

 

A few minutes afterwards the bell rang and when I went down to the playground, a group of my 

classmates followed me. I tried to ignore them but they gathered round me, laughing and jeering and calling 

me names. Suddenly a boy I hardly knew pushed his way through the group, stood beside me, and turned to 

face them. His name was Ian Scott and I can still see him clearly. He had fair hair and bright blue eves, and 

always wore a red jersey. "What are you laughing at?" he demanded. "None of you ever know the answer 

and he just got one question wrong, just one!" He put his hand on my shoulder and the crowd fell silent, and 

then dispersed.  

 

That incident taught me two things that I have always remembered. One is that most of us envy those 

who are more successful than we are, and it does not take very much for a group of ordinary people to turn 

into a mob, eager to humiliate someone. The other is that one brave man or woman willing to face such a 

mob can make them ashamed of themselves and bring them to their senses. I have found that as true in 

politics as it was in the playground.  

(Magda Rose) 
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CHILDHOOD 

Narration 
 

CHILDHOOD FEARS 

I remember my childhood as being generally happy and can recall experiencing some of the most 

carefree times of my life. But I can also remember, even more vividly, moments of being deeply frightened. 

As a child, I was truly terrified of the dark and of getting lost; these fears were very real and caused me some 

extremely uncomfortable moments. 

 

Maybe it was the strange way things looked and sounded in my familiar room at night that scared me 

so much. There was never total darkness, but a streetlight or passing car lights made clothes hung over a 

chair take on the shape of an unknown beast. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw curtains seem to move when 

there was no breeze. A tiny creak in the floor would sound a hundred times louder than in the daylight, and 

my imagination would take over, creating burglars and monsters on the prowl. Darkness always made me 

feel so helpless, too. My heart would pound, and I would lie very still so that the "enemy" wouldn't discover 

me. 

  Another of my childhood fears was that I would get lost, especially on the way home from school. 

Every morning I got on the school bus right near my home—that was no problem. After school, though, 

when all the buses were lined up along the curb, I was terrified that I'd get on the wrong one and be taken to 

some unfamiliar neighborhood. I would scan the bus for the faces of my friends, make sure the bus driver 

was the same one that had been there in the morning, and even then ask the others over and over again to be 

sure I was on the right bus. On school or family trips to an amusement park or a museum, I wouldn't let the 

leaders out of my sight. And of course, I was never very adventurous when it came to taking walks or hikes, 

Because I would go only where I was sure I could never get lost. 

 

  Perhaps one of the worst fears of all I had as a child was that of not being liked or accepted by 

others. First of all, I was quite shy. Second, I worried constantly about my looks, thinking people wouldn't 

like me Because I was too fat or wore braces. I tried to wear the "right" clothes and even had intense 

arguments with my mother over the importance of wearing "flats" instead of saddle shoes to school. I'm 

sorry that we had these arguments now, especially since my mother is quite sickly and has spent the last year 

in and out of the hospital. Being popular was so important to me then, and the fear of not being liked was a 

powerful one. 

  

One of the processes of evolving from a child to an adult is being able to recognize and overcome or 

outgrow our fears. I've learned that darkness does not have to take on a life of its own, that others can help 

me when I'm lost, and that friendliness and sincerity will encourage people to like me. Understanding the 

things that scared us as children helps us to cope with our lives as adults. 
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(College Writing Skills-The McGraw-Hill Companies  ,Inc.) 

WITNESS 
Narration 

 

WITNESS 

Last month as my husband and I sat in our van at an intersection waiting for the light to turn green, we 

heard approaching sirens just as the light changed. My husband, at the wheel, waited before entering the 

intersection. As we looked around, trying to see which direction the wail was coming from, we saw a light 

blue car suddenly appear on the cross street and stop short at the intersection. Close behind was a police car, 

which, after pulling ahead, slammed to a stop immediately in front of the other car. 

 

Almost at the same moment, both drivers jumped out and confronted
 
each other on the street. We could 

see that the policeman was carrying a revolver, although he wasn't pointing it at the other driver, a young 

man apparently in his early twenties. What happened next is confusing and hard to explain, Because several 

things occurred in less than a minute. 

 

The young man began striking the officer, cursing and behaving belligerently. The policeman, still 

holding his gun at his side, ordered the man to turn around and put his hands on his car. Then it seemed that 

the officer tried to strike the head of the other man with his handgun; the gun fired, and the young man 

dropped to the ground. All this action, remember, took place in less than a minute. Almost immediately after 

the shot another police car came up and crowds of bystanders began to surround the area. We could no 

longer observe what was happening, but we couldn't leave Because the streets were blocked. 

 

The young driver is still in the hospital recovering from a wound in the neck. He is suing the town for 

applying unfair police tactics to college students and for unwarranted use of firearms. 

 

belligerently: unfriendly 

bystander: observer                  

confront: to stand or come in front of; meet face to face 
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PARK 

Narration 

 

ROSA PARKS 

  Do you think one person's actions can make a difference? Some people say that each person must 

do what she or he thinks is right, and perhaps in the end each person can make a difference. One example of 

this can be found in the story of a woman named Rosa Parks. She was a black woman who grew up in 

Alabama and lived under many Jim Crow laws. On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks became the "mother" of 

the civil rights movement when she was arrested Because she would not give up her seat on a city bus to a 

white person. 

 

On that day Rosa was planning to take the bus home from work as usual, but this bus ride did not 

turn out to be typical. She had just finished working as a seamstress at a department store and then walked to 

the bus stop. As she First boarded the bus, she noticed that the driver was the same man who had sent her off 

his bus years earlier Because she would not go around to the back door after she was already on the bus. She 

decided to get on anyway and sit down, but she did not sit at the very front of the bus. She took a seat next to 

a black man in the First row that "colored" people were allowed to sit in. At the next stop some white people 

got on the bus. After they filled up the white seats, one man was left standing. When the driver noticed him 

standing, he told Rosa and the others in her row to let the man have a seat. Three people stood up, but the 

driver saw that Rosa was still sitting there. He asked if she would stand up, and she refused. Then he told her 

he would have her arrested, and Rosa told him he could do that. At that point the driver refused to move the 

bus any further, and several black people left the bus.  

 

A few minutes later, two policemen got on the bus to take care of the situation. When the driver told 

them that Rosa would not stand up, the policemen walked over to her and asked her why she wouldn't get up. 

Rosa said she didn't think she should stand up and asked, "Why do you push us around?" One policeman 

answered, "I don't know, but the law is the Jaw, and you are under arrest." As soon as he said that, Rosa 

stood up. Then one of the policemen picked up her purse while the other picked up her shopping bag, and the 

three of them left the bus together. The policemen had their squad car waiting near the bus. Finally, they 

took Rosa to the police station in the car. 

 

Rosa's actions that day started a citywide boycott of the bus system by Blacks thAt lasted more than 

a year. This later resulted in the US Supreme Court decision against segregation on city buses. Sometimes 

when people tell this story, they say that Rosa did not give up her seat Because she was tired, but she says, 

"No, the only tired I was, was tired of giving in." 

 

(Destinations 2- Thomson-Heinle) 
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EDUCATION and CRIMINALS 

Opinion 

 

EDUCATION and CRIMINALS 

 

"No man is an island," wrote the English poet John Donne. We are not alone in this world, and 

what we do has an effect on others. In fact, what we do for prisoners will affect our lives as well as theirs. If 

we want criminals to become useful members of society when they get out of jail, we must educate them 

while they are still in prison. 

 

Education is the key to a prisoner's reform. To create a successful education program, we must enact 

four measures. First, we must separate nonviolent prisoners or those violent prisoners who wish to change 

from violent repeat criminals. Then, for prisoners who want to reform, we need to offer a basic skills 

program Because illiteracy is an obstacle for many prisoners. Without knowing how to read, write, and work 

with numbers, prisoners can't participate in today's job market and end up trapped in a life of crime. For this 

same reason, up-to-date job training is also essential. In addition to these opportunities, prisoners should 

have psychological counseling and religious or moral instruction. Because many prisoners have a history of 

failure and low opinions of themselves, they need to be encouraged to have confidence in their abilities. 

Prisoners who have job skills and good self-esteem can overcome their depression and feel optimistic about 

their chance to succeed. Therefore, they will have a higher chance of success in the world outside of prison. 

 

Prisoners can become better future citizens, but we must educate them while they are still in prison 

to make their reform a success. By instructing and encouraging those prisoners who are nonviolent or who 

wish to change, we will not only improve their lives, we will ensure the safety of our society. 

 

(Reason to Write.  Strategies for Success in Academic Writing. Int.) 
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FUTURE 

                                                            Opinion 

 

THE FASTEST GROWING CAREERS 

Where will the jobs of the future be? Many students who are not certain about their career path may 

be asking this question. If you already know what field you want to work in, you might want to stick to your 

plan. However, if you are one of the many students who are still confused about which career to pursue, here 

are the jobs that will have the most growth in the number of people employed over the next decade. 

The highest percentage of growth will be among computer scientists, computer engineers, computer 

support specialists, and systems analysts. These are the best career opportunities for people with a bachelor's 

or master's degree in engineering or science. On the average, these occupational categories will grow by 106 

percent. Personality types most suitable for these professions are those that are investigative in nature. These 

occupations often involve working with ideas and require a lot of time thinking. They require people to 

search for facts and figure out problems. 

 

The Second-highest percentage of growth will take place among database administrators and 

desktop publishing specialists. These are highly desirable and attractive career options for people with a 

bachelor's or master's in business administration. In addition, people who have special artistic talents and 

enjoy working with computers will find these professions very rewarding. The average growth rate in these 

occupational categories in the next ten years will be 75 percent. 

 

The Third-highest growth rate will be among personal care home health aides and human service 

workers with associate's degrees (two-year degrees). As the United States population continues to grow older 

over the next decade, this field will increase by 55 percent. Within these groups, the highest-paid jobs for 

people with an associate's degree will be respiratory therapists, cardiovascular technologists, and nuclear 

medicine technologists, with average growth rates of around percent. For each of these jobs, employers 

expect applicants to have strong background in science and mathematics. Those in personal care and human 

service occupations should be able to listen to and understand verbal information and, most importantly, they 

should be le to communicate written information and medical instructions to their clients. 

 

In summary, the fastest growing careers for the 21st century will in occupational areas related to 

computer science and health and man services. We live in an information age where speed and knowledge, 

as well as interpersonal relationships and the ability to provide needed human services, are the essence of 

life. All these occupations and skills represent the vital force or energy that drives the economy. 

 

(Effective Academic Writing 3: The Essay) 
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Opinion 
 

FOLLOWING the OLD WAYS or the NEW 
 

When people move to a new country, they often find themselves surrounded by a whole new world 

which has a completely different environment from the one to which they are accustomed. They may not 

know the language, and this can cause trouble with communication. In addition, there are many customs and 

traditions that are new and perhaps seem strange. Newcomers may feel confused and uncomfortable Because 

of all of this, but they may also enjoy and adapt to other parts of their new experiences. I believe that it is 

best for people to follow the customs of their new environment for two reasons; they will gain personal 

enrichment, and they will adapt better to their new environment. 

When people try to follow the customs of their new environment, they gain an opportunity for 

personal enrichment. Through these new experiences, they learn about other people and places and new ways 

of ' doing things. For example, when I started school in this country, I found a very different way of learning 

in my classes. Students here do not have to remain silent and listen to the teacher's explanations as we do in 

my country. In fact, teachers, who often tell us to work in pairs or groups and have discussions with each 

other, expect us to ask and answer questions as part of the learning process. At first, this was, strange and 

difficult for me, but slowly I have started to be able to participate more, and I can appreciate this new way of 

learning, I am getting to know my classmates and new culture better; moreover, I am improving my language 

skills through this kind of participation. I now know that adapting to and following the culture of the new 

environment can be both enjoyable and enlightening. 

Following the customs and traditions of a new place may also help newcomers adapt and acclimate 

to their new life. People who try to follow the ways of their new environment will gain an understanding of 

both their new neighbors and their surroundings, and with this understanding comes a feeling of comfort and 

belonging. For instance, when I First came here, I was confused about how to greet people and say hello or 

start a conversation. I watched people on the street and saw many different ways people did this, such as 

shaking hands, hugging, and even kissing one another. I learned from my friends at school how to greet 

people my age as well as my elders. I also learned it is important in this country to try to look people in the 

eye when I talk to them. As a result, since I started to follow some of the local customs when meeting and 

greeting people, I have not felt like such a stranger or outsider. 

Living in a new country can be overwhelming and confusing at times. Some people may feel lost and 

uncomfortable and may want to cling to the customs and traditions that they are used to from their own 

culture. In my opinion it is good to keep some of these; However, it is following some of the new ones may 

be the best way to help people feel important to try to embrace and adopt some new ways as well. Keeping 

some old ways and at the same time keeping an open mind about following some of the new ones may be the 

comfortable and fulfilled in a new country.  

(Destinations 2- Thomson-Heinle) 
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Opinion 

 

EDUCATION and CRIMINALS 

 

"No man is an island," wrote the English poet John Donne. We are not alone in this world, and 

what we do has an effect on others. In fact, what we do for prisoners will affect our lives as well as theirs. If 

we want criminals to become useful members of society when they get out of jail, we must educate them 

while they are still in prison. 

 

Education is the key to a prisoner's reform. To create a successful education program, we must enact 

four measures. First, we must separate nonviolent prisoners or those violent prisoners who wish to change 

from violent repeat criminals. Then, for prisoners who want to reform, we need to offer a basic skills 

program Because illiteracy is an obstacle for many prisoners. Without knowing how to read, write, and work 

with numbers, prisoners can't participate in today's job market and end up trapped in a life of crime. For this 

same reason, up-to-date job training is also essential. In addition to these opportunities, prisoners should 

have psychological counseling and religious or moral instruction. Because many prisoners have a history of 

failure and low opinions of themselves, they need to be encouraged to have confidence in their abilities. 

Prisoners who have job skills and good self-esteem can overcome their depression and feel optimistic about 

their chance to succeed. Therefore, they will have a higher chance of success in the world outside of prison. 

 

Prisoners can become better future citizens, but we must educate them while they are still in prison 

to make their reform a success. By instructing and encouraging those prisoners who are nonviolent or who 

wish to change, we will not only improve their lives, we will ensure the safety of our society. 

(Reason to Write.  Strategies for Success in Academic Writing. Int.) 
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Opinion 

 

AMERICANS are FRIENDLY to STRANGERS 

I came to the United States one year ago and I had no idea about life in the United States and 

American traditions, except that life was complicated and people are strange. At the time I arrived at J.F. 

Kennedy airport, I felt very happy Because I am fond of traveling around the world. Coming to America had 

been one of my dreams, so I could go to Jamaica or any island in the Caribbean. A few minutes later, 

However, I felt afraid. I asked myself why I had come to this strange world and what I was doing here. The 

reason for that was what I remembered my friends in Saudi Arabia saying about Americans and how they 

treat strangers. After I attended college, However, I discovered the opposite of what I had expected. 

Even though American social relations are complex, hard to form, and hard to maintain, I managed 

to bridge the gap, and I was able to have close friendships with some Americans. For example, the First 

semester I attended college, I became friends with one of the American students who used to attend math 

class with me. We used to study together, go to parties together, and he used to help me a lot with my 

English. Even though he transferred to another university, we always keep in touch with each other. From 

my experience, I have come to understand that Americans are generally verbal and long, silent periods are 

uncomfortable to them. So, when I sit with Americans, I start a conversation with them by talking about the 

weather, sports, or about teachers' skills in the classroom. I think conversations make a friendly atmosphere 

among people. 

The Second example that proved to me that I had the wrong idea about Americans was when my 

wife and I drove across the country from New Orleans to San Diego. When I told my friends that my wife 

and I were going to drive across the United States and if they wanted to they could join us, they said, "It is 

dangerous to drive across America. You might get killed by one of the truck drivers or get robbed." 

However, we didn't pay attention to them Because we wanted to find out what America is really like and 

how people treat strangers. 

On the way from San Antonio to El Paso, our car stopped Because it ran out of fuel. We got out of 

the car and waited for anyone to give us a ride. Ten minutes later, a truck driver pulled off the road. I 

approached him carefully and I asked him, "Could you please give us a ride to the nearest gas station?" He 

asked me why. I said, "Our car ran out of gas and we have to get some." He said, "The nearest station is 

thirty-five miles away and you might not find anyone who can drive you back to your car." Then he came up 

with a solution to our problem. He towed our car to the nearest station. When we reached it, I took a fifty 

dollar bill from my pocket and handed it to him, but he wouldn't accept it. He told me that he helped me 

Because we needed help. 

In general, Americans are friendly to strangers. From my experience, a person who treats people 

well will put them in a position where they have to respect him in return, but if he treats them badly they will 

treat him in the same way. Human beings are born with a good nature and they will not behave badly unless 

they are forced to. I think a person should judge people by dealing with them, not by listening to his friends. 

(Nader Alyousha) 
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COOKING - SUPERIOR STEAK 

Process 
 

  

HOW to COOK a SUPERIOR STEAK 
 

  My girlfriend Alicia loves meat. While other women choose raw vegetables and nonfat yogurt, she 

orders a huge steak every time we go out. Because these restaurant meals were getting pretty expensive, I 

decided to learn to cook her favorite food at home. Cooking an excellent steak is easy if you follow these 

five steps. 

 

  First, you should do your shopping carefully. A cooked steak is only as good as the cut of meat you 

select. Choose the best cut you can afford. Second, when you get the steak home, measure the thickness. The 

third step is to heat the grill so that it is extremely hot. Then, put the steak on the very hot grill and 

immediately turn it over to brown it on both sides. Since Alicia likes her steak very pink in the center, I have 

learned to cook her steak no more than ten minutes per inch of thickness. This locks in the juices and makes 

it tender. Finally, never answer the telephone while cooking steak Because it can easily get overcooked. A 

rare steak is best, and Alicia won't have it any other way. 

 

  Since Alicia doesn't cook, she doesn't know how easy this meal is. She thinks I am a great chef! If 

you follow these directions, you can make someone happy, too. Enjoy eating your delicious steak! 

 

(Writing to Communicate: Paragraphs and Essays) 

 

cut n.: slice,  

overcooked: overdone, burnt 

raw adj: uncooked, raw, lightly cooked, fresh,  

tender: sensitive, raw 

brown v: to make food brown by cooking it: 

immediately: directly 

extremely: very, enormously 

inch: 2.54 centimeters 
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MAKING POTATO SALAD 

Process 
 

MAKING POTATO SALAD 
 

  How do you make potato salad? Some people make potato salad by learning from each other or by 

looking at a recipe in the cookbook. However, when I learned how to make potato salad from my oldest 

sister, I was really happy Because potato salad is my favorite food. So now, whenever I want to eat potato 

salad, I do not need to tell somebody to make it for me. Making potato salad is easy when you follow these 

steps. 

 

  First, I have to buy all the ingredients: eggs, potatoes, onions, mayonnaise, salt and black pepper. I 

need to be sure that I get those eggs that are just new, and the fresh potatoes with the red skins Because once 

I cook the potatoes, I peel off the skins and the whole potatoes will not fall apart. It’s the same with the 

onions-- I need to look for the fresh ones. 

 

  Second, I have to put the potatoes and the eggs in separate pots and boil them. The potatoes need to 

be cooked for 20 minutes or more, and the eggs need to be cooked for only 10 minutes. While the potatoes 

and the eggs are still cooking, I have to cut the onion into tiny pieces and set it aside. 

 

  Third, when the eggs and potatoes are finished cooking I have to peel them and put them in a 

different bowl. When all the ingredients are all set on the table, I can start the next step: cutting the potatoes 

and eggs into small square pieces and mixing them together. In addition, I put in as much mayonnaise as I 

want and mix them together until it looks like how potato salad should be. In addition, I put in some salt and 

black pepper on it to taste little a bit salty. Finally, when every thing is complete, it is ready to serve. 

 

  In conclusion, by following all my steps you will become a good salad maker. In addition, if a 

person is willing to spend her/his time with someone who teaches cooking, he/ she will not spend more 

money to pay for the same thing from a restaurant. 

 By Dally J Billy- http://www.comfsm.fm 
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COOKING - MAKING TAFFY 

Process 
 

HOW to MAKE TAFFY 

Americans are well known for their love for sweet things. They love chocolate, ice cream, cakes, 

and cookies. In fact, they love anything sweet. A traditional American favorite candy is taffy. Making taffy 

is very easy if you follow these steps. 

 

First, you need to assemble the ingredients and the equipment. You'll need sugar, corn syrup, 

cornstarch, butter, salt, and vanilla. You will also need a 2-quart saucepan and a square 8x8 inch cake pan. 

In addition, you will need a candy thermometer. (This is a special thermometer that you can put into boiling 

liquid to measure the temperature.) You'll need scissors and some plastic wrap. Once you have these items, 

you can start cooking your taffy. 

 

Second, butter the cake pan and set it aside. Mix 1 cup of sugar, 3/4 cup of corn syrup, 2/3 cup of 

water, 1 tablespoon of cornstarch, 2 tablespoons of butter, and 1 teaspoon of salt in the saucepan. Heat the 

mixture over medium heat, stirring constantly until it boils. Then, cook it without stirring until the candy 

thermometer reads 256°F. At this point, remove the pan from the heat, and stir in 2 teaspoons of vanilla. Pour 

the candy mixture into the cake pan immediately. 

 

After you have cooked this mixture, you need to let it cool for about 15-20 minutes. When it is just 

cool enough to handle, pull the taffy hard with both hands until it becomes shiny, light in color, and stiff. If it 

gets sticky, butter your hands a little. Pull it into long strips of about a half inch wide. Cut the strips into 

pieces with scissors. When you have pulled it like this, wrap each piece in plastic wrap. This is necessary for 

the candy to hold its shape. When it is completely hard, the final step is easy: Eat a piece and enjoy it. 

 

As you can see, taffy is a kind of candy that is quite simple to make. It is certainly very sweet and 

only for sugar lovers. Moreover, having a taffy-pull party with your friends can be every bit as much fun as 

eating it. 

(Writing to Communicate: Paragraphs and Essays) 
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ADVICE 

Process 

 

A WORD of ADVICE 

  For those of you about to take advanced English Composition, I will give you a word of advice: 

First, complete the essays. Second, save those essays in a special folder. Third, get an early start on your 

research paper. If you follow this advice I can guarantee you a good grade. 

 

  No matter how tedious or boring it may seem, just sit down and start writing your rough drafts. Try 

to write about something that you like, or the 600 word requirement will cause you nightmares. Don't leave 

the essays for Friday morning and just do them on Thursday evening. 

 

  Whenever Mr. Baack hands back an essay, be sure to save it in a special place. By special I mean a 

place where you will be able to find it at the end of the semester. I myself had some trouble gathering all of 

my essays for my portfolio. It is very important to save them Because you need to select the best essays and 

hand them in at the end for a grade. 

 

  Last but not least, don't fall behind on your research paper. I fell behind and ended up getting a low 

Third partial grade Because I missed some due dates. Try and hand everything in on time; it is not that hard. 

If you hand everything in on time and put some thought into it, you will come away with a good research 

paper. 

 

  If you are smart, you will take into account my advice. If by any chance you have forgotten it, I will 

repeat it once more. First, just do the essays. Second, save the essays for the final portfolio. Third, don't fall 

behind on the research paper. Follow them and you will do just fine. 
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DIGESTION 

Process 
 

A PROCESS of   DIGESTION 

     The digestive process is important in maintaining the lives of living organisms and in providing 

them with needed energy. Groups of organs, such as the mouth, esophagus, stomach, and intestines, work 

together to perform this complex task. Digestion is the process of breaking down food from large molecules 

into small ones to make it easier for absorption. The three major steps involved in the digestive process are 

ingestion, digestion, and absorption. 

 

    Ingestion, which occurs in the mouth, is the First step of the digestive process. After food enters the 

mouth, the teeth chew it. Saliva, which is produced by the salivary glands, plays a major role in breaking 

down the food into smaller pieces. These small pieces travel to the stomach through the esophagus.  

 

  In the stomach, the Second step of the digestive process begins. When the chewed food reaches the 

bottom of the esophagus, a valve lets the food enter the stomach. Contraction of the stomach wall mixes the 

food. Acidic gastric juices, which are secreted by the gastric glands in the stomach, help in mixing the food 

and in turning it into a partial liquid so it will have the ability to move into the small intestine. In the small 

intestine, enzymes are secreted, and digestion is completed. 

 

    The last step in the digestive process is absorption. Absorption takes place in the small intestine. 

The wall of the small intestine is lined with small, finger like projections called villi. Small molecules of 

food are absorbed by the huge number of vile. Some of these absorbed molecules enter the bloodstream to be 

distributed throughout the whole body.  

 

In conclusion, the digestive process involves three major steps: ingestion, digestion, and absorption. 

Ingestion, which occurs in the mouth, helps to increase the surface are of the food particles and prepares 

them for digestion. In the stomach, digestion begins, and it continues until it reaches the small intestine, 

where absorption takes place. The digestive process maintains organisms' lives by providing them with 

energy needed for different functions. 
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ORIGAMI 

Process 

  

CUP for an EMERGENCY 

Have you ever been caught in a tight spot when you needed a paper cup desperately but didn't have 

one? Well, whenever this happens to me, I rely on my knowledge of origami, the ancient Japanese art of 

paper folding. 

 

To make a handy little cup, I start with a seven-inch square of clean paper and fold it in half 

diagonally. I then have a triangle in front of me, with the fold facing toward me and the two open sides away 

from me. I fold the right open side down alongside the fold, then return it to its original position. What I have 

done is to mark a position. The left end of the fold line I have just made will be called Position A. 

 

Then I fold the lower right point up to meet Position A. Turning the paper over while still keeping 

the lower fold toward me, I repeat the last step by folding the lower right point up to meet the position at the 

left that corresponds to Position A. 

 

Then I now have a five-sided figure with an open point on top. The rest is easy. I take the upper layer 

of the top point and tuck it into the pocket formed on that side. Turning the model over, I tuck the remaining 

top point into the pocket on that side. I crease the top and open up my paper cup, ready for any emergencies. 

 

(Copy-Write: Basic Writing Through Controlled Composition) 
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SPEECH 

Process 
 

MAKING a SPEECH 

 If you are afraid of making a speech in public, you are not alone. According to The Book of Lists, 

3,000 Americans surveyed listed public speaking as their number one fear. Public speaking came in ahead of 

sickness, financial troubles, and even death! However, the simple truth is that you are going to be asked to 

speak in many of your classes. From history to chemistry, from engineering to computer programming, 

speaking is a way of life for today's college students. The more you know about writing and delivering 

speeches, the more confident you are going to feel in every class. 

 The first steps toward making a speech are choosing a topic and writing a thesis statement. Select a 

topic on which you are an expert or a topic in which you have a strong interest and enough preparation time 

to become an expert. If you choose topics that are new or unfamiliar to you, you will need to extend your 

preparation time. Can you find sufficient material and information for your speech? Is your topic appropriate 

to you and your audience? Can you adequately discuss the topic within the given time? After you decide on a 

topic, write a thesis statement. The thesis statement is one sentence that tells your audience exactly what you 

hope to accomplish in your speech. Here is an example of a thesis statement: You will understand the effects 

of domestic abuse, know how to look for warning signs, and know about resources for assistance. 

 Once you have selected your topic and developed your thesis statement, you are ready to begin 

gathering information to support your speech. As you begin to consider resources, you will want to 

investigate and explore a variety of sources, including the following: personal interviews with experts on 

your topic, books, the Internet, periodicals (magazines), and newspapers. You should have at least three or 

more sources supporting your thesis. 

 After you have researched your topic, organize and write your speech so that it has an introduction, 

body, and conclusion. Gamble and Gamble, in their book Public Speaking in the Age of Diversity, 

recommend that you share only information that you know to be true. This means that you should report the 

facts about your topic accurately. Second, do extensive research so that you are fully prepared for questions. 

Third, make it easy for your audience to understand your message. The best way to make your speech clear 

is to make an outline for it, as you do for an essay. 

 The final step is to make notes for delivering your speech. Some speakers prefer to use note cards 

while others use several sheets of paper in outline form. Remember; write only key words in your notes. Do 

not write your speech out completely. You should not read it directly from the page. Rehearse your speech. 

Then you'll know your topic, and you'll be ready to talk to your audience. If you follow these steps, you'll be 

a successful public speaker. 

surveyed: asked a large number of people a set of questions in order to find out about their opinions or 

behavior 

delivering speeches: speaking or performing in public 

extend: lengthen 

sufficient: as much as you need for a particular purpose; enough 

adequately: having enough for a particular purpose; effectively,  

accomplish: to succeed in doing something, especially after trying hard to do it; achieve; complete, achieve 

extensive: containing a lot of information, details, work, etc.; wide, big, large 
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COMPLAINING EFFECTIVELY 

Process 

 

HOW to COMPLAIN 

I'm not just a consumer—I'm a victim. If I order a product, it is sure to arrive in the wrong color, 

size, or quantity. If I hire people to do repairs, they never arrive on the day scheduled. If I owe a bill, the 

computer is bound to overcharge me, Therefore, in self-defense, I have developed the following consumer's 

guide to complaining effectively. 

 

The First step is getting organized. I save all sales slips and original boxes. Also, I keep a special 

file for warranty cards and appliance guarantees. This file does not prevent a product from falling apart the 

day after the guarantee runs out. One of the problems in our country is the shoddy workmanship that goes 

into many products. However, these facts give me the ammunition I need to make a complaint. I know the 

date of the purchase, the correct price (or service charge), where the item was purchased, and an exact 

description of the product, including model and serial numbers. When I compose my letter of complaint, I 

find it is not necessary to exaggerate. I just stick to the facts, 

 

The next step is to send the complaint to the person who will get results quickly. My experience has 

shown that the president of a company is the best person to contact. I call the company to find out the 

president's name and make sure I note the proper spelling. Then I write directly to that person, and I usually 

get prompt action. For example, the head of AMF arranged to replace my son's ten-speed "lemon" when it 

fell apart piece by piece in less than a year. Another time, the president of a Philadelphia department store 

Finally had a twenty-dollar overcharge on my bill corrected after three months of arguing with the computer 

had brought no results. 

If I get no response to a written complaint within ten days, I follow through with a personal 

telephone call. When I had a new bathtub installed a few years ago, the plumber left a gritty black substance 

on the bottom of the tub. No amount of scrubbing could remove it. I tried every cleanser on the supermarket 

shelf, but I still had a dirty tub. The plumber shrugged off my complaints and said to try fantastic. The 

manufacturer never answered my letter. Finally, I made a personal phone call to the president of the firm. 

Within days a well-dressed executive showed up at my door. In a business suit, white shirt, striped tie, and 

rubber gloves, he cleaned the tub. Before he left, he scolded in an angry voice, "You didn't have to call the 

president." The point is, I did have to call the president. No one else cared enough to solve the problem. 

 

Therefore, my advice to consumers is to keep accurate records, and when you have to complain, go 

right to the top. It has always worked for me.  

 

(College Writing Skills-The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.) 
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STUDYING MATH 
Process 

 

STUDYING MATH 

Math is probably the most difficult course for most people. However, I think that what makes math 

difficult is the power that the term mathematics has upon people's minds. Most students are afraid of not 

passing Because of the reputation the course has of being hard. The study of math needs lots of 

concentration and practice, but it isn't really hard; it just deals with the relationship and symbolism of 

numbers and magnitudes. What is the most difficult part of math? Working problems progressively, 

probably. How should students study math in general? They should follow some guidelines, like the ones I 

have prepared, in order to feel less nervous about the subject. 

Concentration is the First thing that a student should acquire before even trying to think about 

studying math. Full concentration is needed to study math, as well as to be free of any thoughts outside the 

study of math. Preparing to study starts the concentration Because at that moment the student starts to think 

about what he or she is going to cover or what he or she will need in order to solve some problems. Also, a 

student should be completely rested, Because if a student is tired, he or she may end up taking a lot longer to 

accomplish what he is supposed to. 

In order for the student to understand the material involved, the student should read all sections 

completely. I think the most appropriate way of doing this is First by reading a section completely. Then, 

the student should analyze that section, and he or she should take all the formulas and write them down on a 

separate sheet in order to memorize and analyze them completely. Right after this, the student should take a 

break of about ten minutes in order to be relaxed to work some of the problems given in the section. Most 

students do all the problems at once, but I don't think that is the appropriate way. A student should only do 

the problems he can figure out. If he can't do one of the problems in the section, he should leave it and go on 

to the next one. Then the student should take another short break. After that, he is ready to read the next 

section and follow the same procedure. 

Right after a student has read all sections, he or she should look at the problems that he or she 

couldn't do. The student should try again to work them out, but only to a limit. The student shouldn't have to 

think more than five or ten minutes to figure out what is going on. Instead, a student should take those 

problems to the professor in order to get a complete understanding of the problems. If a student takes too 

much time to do a problem, he or she will get burned out and will end up hating the material. 

Then right after the student has finished all sections, he should start doing the problems in the review 

section in order to have a better understanding and to increase his or her speed while working out a problem. 

At this stage, the student should find a partner to work with. Believe it or not, working with a partner helps a 

lot, Because if a problem comes into action, there are two minds that will solve the problem easily. Math can 

be difficult if an individual thinks that it is difficult. But if a student follows some of my guidelines, I'm sure 

that he or she will do well and will like the material. 
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(Igor Gonzalez) (Refining Composition Skills, 5
th
 Edition, Heinle &Heinle) 

EXERCISE 

Process 

 

SUCCESSFUL EXERCISE 
 

Regular exercise is something like the weather—we all talk about it, but we tend not to do anything 

about it! Television exercise classes, records and tapes, and new videocassettes and disks, as well as the 

instructions in books, magazines, and pamphlets, now make it easy to have a personal, low-cost exercise 

program without leaving home. However, for success in exercise, you should follow a simple plan 

consisting of arranging the time, making preparations, and following the sequence with care. 

To begin with, set aside a regular time for exercise. If you have a heavy schedule at work or school, 

this may be difficult, since you're rushed in the morning and exhausted at night, and you have no time in 

between. However, one solution is simply to get up half an hour earlier in the morning. Look at it this way: 

If you're already getting up too early, what's an extra half hour? Of course, that time could be cut to fifteen 

minutes earlier if you could lay out your clothes, set the breakfast table, fill the coffee maker, and gather 

your books and materials for the next day before you go to bed. 

Next, prepare for your exercise session. To begin with, get yourself ready by not eating or drinking 

anything before exercising. Why risk an upset stomach? Then, dress comfortably in something that allows 

you to move freely. Since you'll be in your own home, there's no need to invest in a high-fashion dance 

costume. A loose T shirt and shorts are good. A bathing suit is great in summer, and in winter a set of long 

underwear is warm and comfortable. If your hair tends to flop in your eyes, pin it back or wear a headband or 

scarf. Prepare the exercise area, too. Turn off the phone and lock the door to prevent interruptions. Shove the 

coffee table out of the way so you won't bruise yourself on it or other furniture. Finally, get out the simple 

materials you'll need to exercise on. 

If this is your First attempt at exercising, start slowly. You do not need to do each movement the full 

number of times at First, but you should try each one. After five or six sessions, you should be able to do 

each one the full number of times. Try to move in a smooth, rhythmic way; doing so will help prevent 

injuries and pulled muscles. Pretend you're a dancer and make each move graceful, even if it's just climbing 

up off the floor. After the last exercise, give yourself five minutes to relax and cool off—you have earned it. 

Finally, put those sore muscles under a hot shower and get ready for a great day. 

Establishing an exercise program isn't difficult, but it can't be achieved by reading about it, talking 

about it, or watching models exercise on television. To begin with, you're going to have to get up off that 

couch and do something about it. Otherwise, as my doctor likes to say, "If you don't use it, you'll lose it." 

(College Writing Skills-The McGraw-Hill Companies,Inc.) 
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WRITING 

Process 
 

HOW to WRITE an ESSAY 
 

There comes a time in every person’s life when they have to teach another person how to do 

something. In a college composition class, they require that you write a process essay, but the methods on 

how to do this are just too boring to read through. If you had some easier, more interesting directions on how 

to write this kind of essay, you could benefit and even profit from the knowledge gained. Whether it is as 

simple as making a sandwich or as complex as purifying seawater, there are still many ways to describe a 

process in essay form. This essay will show you how to write a process essay that will amaze your teachers 

and teach you skills that will go with you forever. 

 

For starters, let me tell you that I have been writing for a long time, and you are probably going to 

think that I am just someone who has copied these steps from the book just to get an easy A. If you have 

fallen into this line of thinking, you are dead wrong. What I have done is taken the steps in the book and 

expanded upon them using my own ideas and methods. These same methods have gotten me countless As 

and Bs on essays, and I highly recommend using some of these techniques in other types of essays as well. 

So now that I have proven that I am not a plagiarist and I have the a skill to pay the bill, lets continue on to 

the steps! 

 

The first step is to think of a topic. Brainstorming is the first technique you must learn. Take any 

piece of paper you can find (notebook paper works well), and list some things you would like to write about 

in your essay. If you are thinking about explaining how to bake a cake, you should try and write down part of 

the steps and connect them to each other so that category is separated from any others on the page. Some 

people may just focus on making one category right away, and others may make several categories before 

they finally choose a topic that they like. In any case, the importance of brainstorming is to get your mind 

thinking about what you want to write about. Try to fill the page with your ideas until your brain hurts, but 

don’t go overboard because you might pop a blood vessel. Once you have chosen a topic and are happy with 

the ideas you’ve come up for it, you are ready for the next step.  

 

Step two is all about organization. This is where you want to take all the ideas from your 

brainstorming sheet and list them in easy to understand steps. You do not want your steps to be too specific 

or vague because you will lose the interest of the reader. Try to find a happy medium where your steps are 

easily understandable and as complete as can be. List the main topics for your essay, which will basically be 

your steps, and number them in Roman numeral form. Make subtopics explaining more about them, using 

numbers like 1, 2, 3 and so on. If you want to make sub-topics, you can use letters like a, b, or c. You could 

even go crazy and make quintuple-sub subtopics with squares and triangles numbering them, but I don’t 

suggest having more than one list of subtopics under every step. Process essays must be easy to understand, 

and going crazy with subtopics only makes it a lot more confusing (and will probably make your paper suck 

as well). An example of a main topic would be baking the pie with three subtopics labeled baking time, oven 

temperature and removing the pie. You should try and have at least three sub-topics underneath your steps, 

although some might only need one. Try to remember that when writing any paper, quality always rules 

over quantity. Another technique that will help you to write your outline is visualization. If you can visualize 

in your mind the steps needed in your process, it will help you to write them down in a correct and specific 

order. After you are happy with your organization, you are now ready to write a rough draft. 

 

Rough drafts are desperately needed before you write your essay. I suggest always writing at least 

one rough draft per writing assignment, although some people may need more than that. The purpose behind 

writing a rough draft is so you can edit and rewrite a final draft that will not contain the mistakes of the first 

(if any are found). The first thing you should think of a title for your paper. You want the title to either 

summarize what your paper is about or jump out and grab the reader’s attention. Two good titles for an essay 

on baking a cake would be ‘How to Bake a Delicious Cake’ and ‘Cooking with the Pillsbury Doughboy’. 

Once you have chosen a title, the rest of the rough draft is ready to be written.  
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The first paragraph should be your introductory paragraph. Write about a common use for your 

process and try to make it sound interesting to the audience. If you present your process in a friendly and 

productive way, your reader will gain interest in your paper and actually get to the end without falling asleep. 

In a process essay, it is important to list some of your credentials in your intro paragraph. If the writer of a 

process essay can’t prove that he or she excels in their topic, what good is following the steps of an amateur? 

When you have proven once and for all that you rule at baking cakes or calculating mathematical algorithms, 

you are ready to write about your process.  

 

You should have at least one paragraph after your intro paragraph explaining the steps in your 

process, although you could have many more than one (this paper contains 7 paragraphs all about my steps). 

You can separate the paragraphs as you see fit, for example ingredients, then preparation, then cooking. Try 

to keep all of your steps in order because you would not want someone to hurt him or herself, especially if 

you put that part about wearing the mountain-climbing harness into the last paragraph when it should have 

been mentioned first. Speaking of hazards, are there any warnings the reader should know about in your 

steps? If so, include them alongside your steps so you can’t be blamed if someone does something unsafe 

like white-water rafting without a helmet on. If you get stuck thinking about what to write, you can always 

look back on your outline to find out exactly where you are in your process. Finally, try to use as few 

sentences as possible in your paragraphs to make the steps simple and understandable, not complex and 

confusing. Once your steps are laid out in paragraph form, you are ready to write the final paragraph. 

 

The last paragraph will be your conclusion. Like the introduction, present your conclusion in an 

interesting way, and make sure your sentences are to the point. Your conclusion should try to state some kind 

of hidden meaning behind why you have pointed this process out or prove once and for all that your process 

is very useful. What I want to warn you about before we move onto the next step is the downfall of a good 

paper, which could rely on a poorly written intro or conclusion. Make sure they are both relevant with each 

other and the piece. A lot of times, throwing jokes into the intro or conclusion is sometimes like breaking the 

ice or sealing a deal, so don’t be afraid to use your humor in your papers! After you are done writing your 

rough draft, you should begin the process of proofreading and editing. 

 

This part of the process is very tricky, so be sure to follow all of the steps in this paragraph. If you do 

not, your rough draft will not improve much and your final draft will seem unfinished and may contain errors 

that you have overlooked. Start by reading your essay aloud to yourself to point out verbally some ‘odd-

sounding’ sentences. Sometimes, if you read through your essay too fast, you will not catch all of the 

spelling mistakes. Be sure to take it slow! Computers, Although very handy, can miss important spelling or 

grammar mistakes, so be sure to double-check  always! The next thing to do is get a friend, relative or 

teacher to briefly read over your paper and evaluate it. It is important to make sure that your ‘peer-editor” 

will be critical and helpful (rather than someone who will humor you with a good response just to get into 

your pants). Most of the time, they will be able to see the mistakes you have missed in your rough draft so 

that you may correct them and write a final draft. Edit your rough draft so that all of your mistakes are 

corrected, and make sure to add to or subtract from your rough draft as you see fit to make your process flow 

smoothly. After reading over your paper a few times, ask yourself if it is interesting from beginning to end, if 

it explains the steps clearly and specifically, and if the intro and conclusion paragraphs work well with the 

entire piece. Once you have written a final draft on a clean piece of paper with your name on it, your 

teacher’s name, the date, class, and title on the top, you are ready to pass it into your teacher and receive that 

you’ve worked so hard for. 

 

And now you know how to write a process essay my way. I’m sure that many cookbook writers and 

fix-it authors make thousands of dollars by writing books using techniques similar to what I have just shown 

you. If you use these techniques wisely, you will surely go far in college and beyond. These skills will also 

prevent you from fumbling all over your words next time you are trying to show someone how to do 

something. Just think of your 'How To” writing skills and it will be as easy as taking candy from a baby! 

(Check out my next process essay for more information on taking candy from babies.)  

Written by Quincy St. James 

Plagiarist: someone who uses another person's words or ideas as if they were his own. 

http://www.freeinfosociety.com/site.php?postnum=777 
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WRITING an ESSAY 

Process 
 

 

WRITING ON 

The end of a semester is a good time to look back at what one has learned. It is also a good time to look 

ahead at how the acquired skills and knowledge will be retained. With writing, retention comes through 

practice. So let's briefly review the process of writing. 

 

The first task is picking a subject. A subject must primarily be something the writer knows about. It 

must also be something the writer can make a point about. It must also be something the writer has a purpose 

in writing about. The writer, Therefore, must know what he wants to write about. He must know how he can 

say it. And he must know why he wants to say it. 

 

Next, the writer must know whom he intends as his audience. This decision will affect what details he 

selects. It will affect what words he uses. It will affect how he makes his point. The writer must also know 

who he is in relation to his subject and his reader. In his composition he must establish his authority to write 

on the subject. 

 

Once these preliminaries have been established and the writer has a plan, either in his head or on paper, 

he is ready to start writing. During the writing process, he continues to think about the best way to get his 

subject across to his audience. One way to do this is with specific details. Another way is with words that are 

lively, active, and appropriate. In addition, he should think about the coherence of his sentences. Do they 

flow smoothly? Do they clearly show how they relate to each other? 

 

Finally, after writing, comes the long revision process. Is the point of the composition sharp and clear? 

Is the composition interesting? Does the introduction introduce the subject adequately? Does the conclusion 

finish it adequately? Are the sentences correct? Is there more than one sentence between periods? Is there 

less than one? Is the grammar conventional usage? Are the words spelled correctly? 

 

When a writer is fully satisfied that his composition expresses his idea the way he sees it, it's time to give 

it to the reader. If it has been written well, the reader will get the point and be convinced of it. 
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TEST TAKING 

Process 

 

THE BIG TEST 
 

 Test taking is an important part of learning. That does not mean, However, that I approve of tests. 

To be honest, professors give tests to get a handle on exactly how much we are learning and getting from the 

class. I think that they are good ways to let professors know if we are having a hard time without us actually 

having to tell them. The most important thing that I have learned about tests is that they do not measure my 

worth. They are simply a measure of what I know about a certain thing at a certain point in my life. As 

someone who procrastinates more than he should, testing is, and always has been, a fairly stressful 

experience for me. I have always tried to prepare myself for the "big test" and what was going to be on it, but 

it was not until I learned a few tricks that I became a better test-taker. 

 

 First of all, I learned that you have to approach the test with a relaxed, calm (yet focused) attitude. 

You also have to learn how to motivate yourself to do your best. If you do this, you will be mentally ready 

for the test. 

 

 Another thing I have learned is that you should not overload yourself with information that is not 

relevant to the test. Listen to the professor, take good notes, read the text, study the handouts, and if 

necessary, get together with some friends and study together. This will save a lot of worry and stress. 

 

 Before I start the test, I try to look it over completely to get a good feel for what is being asked. 

From there, I start with a question that I know I can answer well. If I don't know the answer to a question, I 

move to the next one. I try not to get upset or stressed over the fact that I could not answer one question. The 

best advice for taking a test is to focus on the test questions and nothing else. Don't let your mind wander; 

just concentrate on the material. I know that I have a very short attention span. Focusing is not easy for me, 

but when I do it, I score better on tests. 

 

 Finally, testing does not have to be fun to be rewarding. When you think back on the test and know 

that you did your best, there is something motivating in that. It makes you want to outdo yourself the next 

time.     
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 

Process 
 

GETTING PREPARED for UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 
 

 The OSS is one of the biggest examinations in Turkey as more and more people take it every year. 

If you want to go to a university you have to take this exam. It is mostly based on high school subjects. You 

can pass this test with a little effort. But if you desire to go to a prominent university in Turkey such as BU, 

METU, Bilkent, Sabanci, Koc, or ITU, you should study very hard even if you are a genius. The OSS 

(University Entrance Examination) requires a sequence of stages that should be followed carefully. 

 

 First of all, you need to make a decision about your field of study. There are four main fields: 

physical sciences, social sciences, equal-weight (Turkish+ mathematics) and languages. Each department in 

university accepts students from one of these fields. To decide you ought to think about your future job. For 

instance, if you want to be an engineer, you must go to physical sciences. Or maybe you want to be a 

lawyer. Then you must choose equal-weight. It is really a very difficult decision that influences your life in 

many ways. Therefore, choosing a field of study matching your personality and talents is the First thing to 

do. 

 

 Secondly comes the longest period of the preparation: studying. This can be done in different ways. 

You have alternatives such as studying on your own, taking courses, taking private lessons and so on. These 

are to raise your OSS scores, but you had better keep your high school grades high too, Because they are 

added to the OSS score. It is a good idea to start studying early on. In this three year period, in the First year 

you learn new things and begin to get deeper into exam strategies, Because this is not only information based 

rivalry but also a tactical war. The test technique requires specific knowledge about eliminating alternatives, 

finding the right answer indirectly with the help of the wrong ones, using time without wasting it and so on. 

You are also expected to explore easier and more creative solutions to the problems in a limited time.  

 

People get scared more and more as the exam draws closer. The trick is not to give up before the 

OSS. Go on studying until the day of the exam. Finish your test books as far as you can. Actually it is better 

to relax for a few days. But after that you must get back to work until the end. 

Finally, it is time to take the exam. It is no use being anxious; it does not mean your whole life. The 

OSS cannot be an aim; it is only a device for getting a better education. Nevertheless, that does not decrease 

its importance. It works like a mirror, showing your studies, and most people get what they deserve. If you 

believe in your heart that you have studied adequately, you are bound to succeed. 

Mehmet ÇELEBİ  Oct, 2004 
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EXAM 

Process 
 

HOW to STUDY for an EXAM 
 

  It is very important to know how to study for an exam. Studying is not just reading or looking at 

things. You have to put it in your mind, plant it and grow it. You have to focus your mind to what you are 

studying for. Do not pretend to study when you are not really doing it. I know that most students who are 

influenced by others do not know how to study. Their minds are not on what they are studying but elsewhere, 

maybe in the bushes or in space. But studying for an exam is easy if you follow these steps: the First is to 

make a schedule and use it, the Second is to study in a quiet place, and the last is to understand what you are 

studying.  

  The First step is to make a schedule and make use of it. When you get used to it, you will find your 

daily activities are easier for you. Do what needs to be done First and then do the next things. Remember 

one good way of studying is to finish all your assignments that need to be done, then the time remaining is 

all for your studying. While you are studying, try to take short breaks to relax, but afterwards you start again. 

Do not force yourself to study for the whole day or night if you do not want to. Try to maintain your time for 

studying. If you are used to your schedule it will be no problem, and I am sure you will benefit from it.  

  The Second step is to find a good and quiet place where there are no distractions and try to study. 

Try to concentrate on your studies, and make yourself comfortable. Do not listen to music while you are 

studying Because your mind will not be focused on your studying. Practice it! Try to find a place like this. 

There are some places that are good for a studying place, such as the library or in your room. I recommend 

you chose the library Because there plenty of spaces and it is quiet.  

  The Third step is to try to understand what you are studying. Be smart! Try to concentrate on what 

you are studying and plant it in your brain. Grow it! Let it grow and use it! But if you just grow it and you do 

not use it, what is the use of it? You are just wasting your time. And if you do not understand something, ask 

your instructor or fellow classmates to help you. Or you can use other available resources. Remember 

studying is not just memorizing, but understanding. Without your knowledge or understanding of something 

you will not be able to do it. Let your knowledge grow!  

  As a student, I have experienced these kinds of hardships. I know that some people do not consider 

studying to be very important, and some ignore it. But you will face hardships as you go further up the ladder 

of success. Studying does not mean memorizing things—it means understanding them. Without 

understanding, you will not get the right answers. I have experienced this situation before. Why is it? 

Disorganized schedules, lack of understanding, and studying in the wrong place. Some people think they are 

smart enough and good enough that they can ignore studying. And some people study but they lack some of 

the steps of studying. Please, if you want to succeed in the future, learn and practice these simple steps of 

studying. Once you know them, it is easy and fun. So I recommend each and every one of you to please try 

to follow these simple steps, and use them as part of your daily practices.  

By Nelson C. Malsow  
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TREATING an ILLNESS 

Process 
 

MIGRAINE 

 

  Migraine attacks can last for hours or days. Treatment for severe, chronic headaches begins by 

finding the cause, if possible. Don't accept unrelenting pain; treatments are available. 

 

  As a first step, talk to your doctor about your symptoms so he or she can make a proper diagnosis 

and rule out the possibility of an underlying disease. Look for signs of migraine such as throbbing pain, often 

on one side of the head, and nausea. These symptoms may be preceded by visual disturbances such as 

flickering lights. Ask your doctor which type of prescription migraine medication is right for your type of 

headache. Many of these can effectively relieve a migraine if taken early on. 

 

  The second step is to lie in a darkened, quiet, odor-free room and apply cold compresses to the 

temples, eyes and eye sockets. Compress and release the artery running along the side of your temple with 

your fingers. 

 

  Thirdly, you should avoid any foods that might trigger a migraine. Common foods are hot dogs and 

preserved meats, shellfish, nuts, aged cheese, yogurt, alcohol (especially red wine), MSG, chocolate, 

artificial sweeteners and certain fruits. If you eat a food for the First time and get a migraine two hours late, 

it's probably best to stay away from this food. Try drinking coffee. For some people suffering from caffeine 

withdrawal, caffeine helps relieve symptoms. 

 

  Migraines can be painful but they can also be treated if some precautions are taken. It is seen that 

before and during the Migraine attacks there are several steps you can follow to avoid or at least minimize 

this pain. 
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STRESS MANAGEMENT 

Process 
 

STRESS and STRESS MANAGEMENT 
 

Stress is a reaction to something that we all feel at one time or another, sometimes even on a daily 

basis. It can be caused by something positive or negative. Furthermore, it is not always bad; in fact, 

sometimes it can actually be necessary or helpful. However, most people do not enjoy feeling stress, and 

many people try to find ways to cope with it and relax. For some people, trying to relieve stress by relaxing 

through meditation is very helpful. When a person wants to relax or reduce stress using a meditative 

technique, she or he can follow a procedure of two main steps involving comfort and mental attitude. 

 

First, finding a comfortable place and getting into a comfortable position are important steps to this 

technique. A comfortable environment may be different for each person. In other words, whether this place 

is inside a home or outside on a beach or in a park will depend on the person. In any case, finding a place 

that will provide maximum comfort and minimum disturbance for each person as an individual is essential. 

Also, while you are trying to relax through meditation, the environment should be free from noise. For 

example, there should be no interruptions or distractions in the area. In addition, getting into a comfortable 

position is equally important. For some people the most comfortable position might be sitting, but for others 

it might be lying down. Clothing should not be tight but should be comfortable. This step is important 

Because without a comfortable environment and position, you may not be able to truly relax. 

 

Next, if someone wants a positive relaxation response, he or she should have a passive attitude and a 

mental focus. In this; step, most people try to clear their minds as much as possible. This can be done 

through deep breathing; For example, the person can inhale deeply and then empty his or her mind as he or 

she slowly exhales. Someone who does some of this deep breathing every hour or two during the day can 

easily reduce his or her stress on a regular basis. It is also a good idea to have something to think about. 

Closing your eyes will help you concentrate on a relaxing thought or mental image. For instance, you can 

think about your last relaxing vacation or your favorite place to relax. Thus, after your mind is clear and 

focused on positive thoughts, you can more fully relax. 

 

In short, many people find themselves trying to cope with stressful situations that occur in everyday 

life. Although everyone is different and may try a unique way to relieve stress, many people find meditation 

to be an excellent technique. When you are "stressed out" and looking for a way to relax, try finding a 

comfortable place, clearing your mind with deep breathing, and concentrating on pleasant thoughts. It just 

might work.  

(Destinations 2- Thomson-Heinle) 
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CHILDREN DISCIPLINE 

Process 

 

HOW to DISCIPLINE an UNRULY CHILD 
 

  For some people regarding discipline and their children, it feels like they just wake up one day and 

things are out of control, but that is usually not the case. There is a process involved that leads us to that 

point, and we get there much more quickly than we care to admit.  

 

  Our children live to test us They began doing so almost at birth: 'if I cry long enough will I get what 

I want', 'if I say "please" just a few dozen more times will they break?'. It is our job as parents to be 

consistent. Each and every time we cave, we lose just a little bit more of our status as the one in the position 

of authority.  

 

  Children need boundaries in order to feel secure in life. They are not yet mentally, emotionally or 

physically capable of making many of the major decisions in their lives. They need us to be there for them to 

help guide and mold them into becoming respectful adults. It is imperative that we start exercising our 

parental roles at the youngest age possible. If we do not, there will be a lack of respect, not only for us, but 

for others in positions of authority.  

 

  I believe the most common mistake that we make as parents is to use idle threats. We threaten our 

children on a regular basis in an attempt to “scare” them into complying. It usually goes something like this 

... “if you do that one more time, I am going to ...” And then when they do it again, we do nothing. We are 

always threatening to punish, ground, restrict, etc. But how often do we follow through? In order for our 

children to take us seriously and believe in what we say, we must be consistent. If we make threats all of the 

time and never honor them, our children will just learn to ignore us.  

 

  You probably can’t even count the number of times you have threatened your children with various 

punishments, never following though on any of them. How often have you said, “If you do that one more 

time, I’m going to ground you! If you don’t stop that this instant, I will take it away!” It is no wonder we 

can’t seem to get any respect from them. You may need to make changes immediately.  

 

  Here are some good guidelines to follow: if you feel the activity is severe enough to merit a 

punishment then make sure to follow through with it every time! If you don’t honestly think it is major 

enough to cause disruption ... keep your mouth shut! No more idle threats! It may be a bit difficult at First. 

They will probably make it a point to test you to see if you are serious or not. But after you proceed with the 

needed groundings and or time outs, they will realize that your words are your bond. If you say something ... 

mean it! It will not be long at all until you have regained control of your home. It will be a much more 

pleasant place for all of you. You will no longer feel as though you’re being taken for granted and your 

children will feel secure in the fact that they have a parent who can always be counted on to keep their word.  

   

All children are different and you may need to experiment to see what type of correction is right for 

your child. Some children may require a grounding, while others may respond to simply a firm talking to. 

You can try methods such as reduced television time, no company, extra chores or the loss of a certain 

privilege.  

 

  If behavioral problems continue, you may need to examine the situation more closely. Perhaps there 

is something bothering your child. An unresolved issue in their life. Try sitting down and talking with them. 

Have there been any changes in your home recently that may upset or confuse them? Sometimes children 

will react in an adverse way when they are troubled and aren’t sure how to express their feelings. Make sure 

to rule out this possibility before you overreact. Some situations may even require the help of a professional. 

What ever the case may be, make sure that your children know that you love them and that you have their 

best interest in mind.  

http://www.essortment.com/all/howtohandleun_rgiq.htm 

 
 

 

http://www.essortment.com/all/howtohandleun_rgiq.htm
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POLLUTION 

Process 
 

LAND POLLUTION 

 One day I called up my friend and asked him what he was going to do that day.  He told me that he 

was going with his friends to the town to clean it up.  It was the Clean Up The World Day so they had to do 

something in order to help their family and their store.  I hung up the telephone, walked down to the beach, 

and saw that the place was dirty.  The beaches were full of cans, plastic, bottles, and other trash.  Land 

pollution is one of the problems we are facing now in Kosrae so we have to clean up the place.  In order to 

have a clean and nice island you have to follow the guideline here to reduce the land pollution.  

 

 One of the best practices you can do to clean up your place is to build more dumping site.  Build 

more dumping site so people can go to it and dump their trashes but not dumping it wherever they want.  In 

addition, the government can put trashcan in every single spot so the people can use them.  At the park, the 

graveyard, the public gyms are some of the good place for you to start.  The park and the public gym are the 

places where people always visit.  When people could not find trashcans, they can throw their trashes on the 

ground or leave their trashes on the table or the bench they sit on.  In the town, many people live there and 

few of the people care about their trashes.  Most of the people can throw their trashes wherever they want.  In 

order for the people to throw their trashes to the right place is to build more dumping place or build more 

cans on the road so the people can see them and used them.  When people see that there are trash cans 

everywhere, they will start cleaning their places so they can have a clean environment.  

 

 The Second way to reduce the land pollution is make advertisement in every place.  You can paint 

some postcard about land pollution and post them up at the street or TV shows about the pollution how we 

start it and how we can control it.  Try to make your advertisement look good so people can enjoy doing the 

task you are doing.  Try making drawings about people dying or land cover up by trashes.  You can also post 

up some banners and make advertisements about the pollution how they affect the environment.  Remember 

that it can take you a long time to set up this ad.  You have to ask your friends or relatives to help you do 

something about the advertisement, like post up the ad or paint some drawings.  When they decided to help 

you, they have to post up some banners in every public place.  Public places are where people always have to 

see news or what must be follow in order to have a nice and peaceful community.  

 

 The last practice is to build a factory.  If a community wants its people to stop polluting the land, 

they have to build a factory for the people to recycle their goods.  For example in Kosrae, the people there 

must have a soda can recycle engine and they people in Kosrae are trying their best to collect all the soda 

cans in Kosrae.  They will collect them and wait for a previous time and then they will take it to this factory 

then the people working there will count them and then crush them and then melt them.  The company will 

send it to the Mainland and then the company will pay a fee to the people who collect them. I think that they 

should build more factories like Paper factory or plastic factory or glass factory.  The people will stop 

throwing their trashes if they find out that there is a factory.  They will collect their trashes took it to these 

factories and have some money.  Practice like this is very important to do and it can help our community, our 

school, and the world.    

    

These are the guidelines you can follow in order to have a clean area.  Learn that land pollution can 

affect the society and it can give you sickness that you cannot cure like the Cholera.  So, remember that you 

can help your society and it can be fun.  You must start today and try to figure out how you will help your 

society.  People living in a certain place nowadays are starting to clean up their society.  So in order for you 

to be like them you must clean your place and try you best to clean up your world.   

By Yasuo  Albert  
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ENGLISH 

   NO GROUP                    

  

ENGLISH around the WORLD 

 

Do you speak English? That question is frequently asked in countries around the world. 

Although there are almost 3,000 languages, English is the most universal. It is the official language 

in over 40 countries and the most used language in international business, science, and medicine. 

 

Even in countries where English is not the First language, a number of English words are 

used. No other language is borrowed from more often than English. For example, a French worker 

looks forward to le weekend. A Romanian shopper catches a ride on the trolleybus. A Chinese 

businessperson talks on the te le fung (telephone). Some Swedish schoolgirls have even started 

making the plural forms of words by adding -s, as in English, instead of the Swedish way of adding 

-ar, -or, or -er. 

 

Hundreds of words borrowed from English can now be found in other languages, words 

such as soda, hotel, golf, tennis, jeans, O.K., baseball, and airport Although many words are used 

just as they are, others are changed to make them more like the native language and Therefore 

easier to say and remember. Thus, a Japanese worker gets stuck in rushawa (rush-hour) traffic. A 

Spanish mother tells her child to put on her sueter (sweater), and a Ukrainian man goes to the barber 

for a herkot (haircut). 

 

English is everywhere. It is on signs, clothing, soft drinks, and household products around 

the world. In spite of the popularity of English words and phrases, However, they are not always 

welcome. Some people think that the use of English words is threatening the purity of their native 

language. In 1975, the French started a commission to try to stop, and even give fines for, the use of 

English words. Some countries have tried to eliminate English as their official language in order to 

save their native tongue. 

 

On the other hand, some people believe that English should be the international language. 

They give a number of reasons for this, such as the cost of translations and the misunderstandings 

that result from language differences. They believe that things would run more smoothly if 

everyone spoke the same language. 

 

"What would become of our many different cultures?" others argue. "Certainly the world 

would be a much less interesting place," they add. Indeed, there is serious concern on the part of 

language experts that many languages are disappearing. In some parts of the world, only a few 

people are left who can speak the native tongue. In Ireland, For example, there are only a few small 

areas where people speak Gaelic, the native Irish language. One expert says that half of the world's 

languages are dying Because children are no longer learning them. 

 

Languages have changed and disappeared throughout history. With progress, change is 

inevitable. Some things are worth preserving. Others are not. The difficulty is in deciding what is 

worth keeping. Because people have very strong feelings about the importance of their native 

language, we probably will not have a universal language in the near future. What is certain, 

However, is that English words will continue to pop up everywhere, from Taiwan to Timbuktu, 

whether some people like it or not. 

 

(Weaving It Together: Connecting Reading and Writing  .Thomson Heinle) 
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TATTOOS 
NO GROUP                    

              

TATTOOS: THINKING in the PRESENT TENSE 

Recently, I heard a caller to a conservative talk-radio show complain about the appearance of 

young people: their weird hair, their body piercing, and their tattoos. I told myself that young people always 

look strange to older people, and the caller sounded old. But of her three points, only one is truly 1 worth 

exploring. Tattoos are effectively permanent, and a person who has decided to get a tattoo is saying a lot 

about his or her view of life, especially in the location and type of tattoo. Is it visible, or is it hidden? What is 

its subject matter? 

 

People who have easily visible tattoos are making the strongest state¬ment. A tattoo on the 

hand/wrist, leg/calf, or face or neck will almost always be there for anyone to examine. The striking shoulder 

and neck tattoo worn by George Clooney's character in From Dusk Till Dawn and Harvey Keitel's facial cat 

stripes in The Piano were the First traits that viewers noticed. How¬ever, many young people get "in-your-

face" tattoos without realizing that within a short time they may be going on an interview for that big First 

ca¬reer job and looking into the eyes of an interviewer who is transfixed by the impossible-to-hide choice 

made in a somewhat more exuberant moment. 

 

People who have hidden tattoos are playing it safe, in one sense. The tattoo won't prevent them from 

landing a good job. But the hidden tattoo can play a more devious role. My friend Siobhan uses hers as a 

flirtation de¬vice. When she's at a club and meets a guy she likes, she always lets him know that she has a 

tattoo. When the stooge asks "Where?" Siobhan always says "I'm not telling." It's obvious where that 

strategy is designed to lead. 

 

The subject matter of the tattoo is also important. The favorite tattoos of the past—"Mom" and 

"Born to Lose"—seem to have been replaced by images only—a rose, a floral design, a snake. Images can be 

taken to extremes, However. I recently saw a man at a convenience store who was shirtless and around his 

chest and back was a mural, a cyclorama, of the man's sexual fantasies. It was utterly ghastly. This man 

should not be allowed go into public without a shirt, or at least an NC-17 rating. 

 

Tattoos seem like a lot of fun, but they are indeed permanent. Attempts to surgically remove tattoos 

always leave a scar. Perhaps my father, who is from Texas, sums it up best: "Sure, tattoos should be legal. 

But the minimum age ought to be 65. By then, people would be mature enough not to screw up their future."  

(Writing Today) 
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FAMILIES 

NO GROUP                    
 

THREE FAMILIES 

 

It's Christmas day, and the entire family is at my house. Eating dinner, I overhear several 

conversations and start to realize just how different the branches of my family are. I have three sets of aunts 

and uncles: my mom's sister, Gwen, and her husband, Ben; my dad's brother, John, and his wife, Kelly; and 

my dad's sister, Nicole, and her husband, Tom. Each set of relatives has at least one child yet very distinct 

ideas about how to raise and treat him or her. Gwen's family is laid back and cooperative. John's family is 

under his strict watch and command at all times. Nicole's family is free to do whatever they desire without 

repercussions. Though all three of these families have personal theories on the process of raising children, it's 

clear that no single approach is the perfect solution for everyone. 

 

Gwen's family is the easygoing type. She and Ben don't worry too much about anything. Basically, 

they can have this attitude Because the family members all trust one another. Gwen and Ben have two 

children, Billy and Christie. These two are responsible and levelheaded and do not need to be constantly 

watched by their parents. Billy and Christie are not perfect children. Like every child who is growing up, 

they make mistakes. Because of the respect these family members have for one another, However, it is easy 

for them to trust each other. When something does go wrong, the problem is handled rationally. A perfect 

example of this approach happened when Billy was sixteen. He went to a party that provided alcohol, and he 

ended up getting drunk. Most kids his age would have kept this secret from their parents. Billy, though, told 

his parents exactly what happened. Instead of grounding him, Gwen and Ben felt that he had learned his 

lesson from the experience and trusted him not to do it again. 

 

John's family is not that trusting. The respect in this house is built out of fear. John and Kelly have 

one daughter, Mariah, who is far from meeting their high expectations. When Mariah does something wrong, 

even something petty, she can be sure that the punishment will be severe. John and Kelly don't want to take 

chances in raising their daughter. They want to make sure that she knows what is expected of her and feel 

that she should respect their wishes, simply Because they are her parents. Unfortunately, Mariah craves 

attention of any kind, so she doesn't strive to be what her parent’s demand, which only angers them that 

much more. Neither John nor Kelly smokes, so when Mariah brought home a pack of cigarettes she got from 

her friend, her parents were furious. John caught her with the pack and made her smoke every last cigarette 

in front of him. Indeed, John and Kelly can be sure that she won't smoke again for a long time. But even 

though John and Kelly's rules are effective, the motives behind their rules aren't based on trust. 

 

Nicole's family, On the other hand, is entirely different from both of the other two families. 

Although Gwen's and John's families are dissimilar, both are based on respect. By contrast, Nicole and 

Tom, who have two sons, Martin and Charlie, get no respect from either one. Martin and Charlie come and 

go as they please and don't bother to tell their parents where they're going and when they might be home. If 

Nicole and Tom were to punish one of them, he would simply ignore his parents and continue to enjoy his 

freedom. Once when Martin was seventeen, he "borrowed" Tom's car. After a week he Finally returned but 

only to ask for money from his parents (which they gave without question). Nicole and Tom are not worried 

about whether they are raising their children right. They believe that the most important role they play is to 

make sure that their children are happy. This method doesn't seem to work with many families Because 

people usually don't have an unlimited supply of patience and understanding. However, it works for Nicole 

and Tom. 

As I look around the table, it is easy to see just how different these families are. Their actions and 

reactions all seem unusual to me, but each family has its own vision of how children should be raised and 

treated, and I can't say if any particular method is the best one. A one-size-fits-all plan clearly wouldn't work 

in my family.   

(Writing Today) 
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JOB 

NO GROUP                    

 

GET the RIGHT JOB 

Unfortunately, most of us do not live in an ideal world where Mom and Dad pay for all of our 

school and living expenses. If most college students plan to have any type of social life or buy their First car, 

they will have to find a job. Eventually, serious college students find out that attending college is extremely 

difficult, and having to get a job to pay for some of the expenses is not a pleasant experience. Even though 

most employers value a higher education, the business world and the college environment sometimes collide, 

creating extreme conflicts. 

Attending college is a job in itself. You are expected to be on time for class and attend every lecture 

- which in some cases means attending a class three times a week. You are also expected to study several 

hours a day and complete any assignment that has been given, which can take several hours as well. That 

leaves very little time for an employer to work with; However, when managers are creating the schedules for 

the following week, they are not concerned about the number of hours that you need for studying or whether 

the schedule they are creating conflicts with your current course schedule. Fortunately, there is a way out of 

this situation: find a job with flexible hours and a work environment that is not tyrannical. 

Flexibility is an extremely important attribute for both school and work. Usually, college instructors 

will hand out a syllabus listing what will be done during that semester, and this schedule is normally 

followed. However, there are always unexpected circumstances when the class runs late, you need to stay 

after class to speak with the professor, or the date of an exam is pushed back. These unexpected events can 

cause problems when you have to work on the same day. Unfortunately, some students have to deal with an 

employer like mine, who will refuse to give anyone the day off, even if it means failing the class. Is having 

to deal with this dilemma worth the risk of losing three months of your life? 

For every class hour, students should spend a minimum of three hours studying- well, at least that is 

the recommended time given by instructors. Your main goal is to achieve an A in the class; Therefore, to 

accomplish this task, you need to study as much as possible. Unfortunately, having a job takes away 

precious studying time - doing the math shows why. Some employers allow their employees to bring their 

schoolbooks to work so that they can study while on the job. However, if your boss is strict like mine, and 

he or she doesn't care if business is slow or not, the boss will not allow any materials that are not work-

related on the floor. Nevertheless, what your boss and other bosses do not know won't hurt them. You can 

usually find a way to study where you work. 

The best option is to avoid working altogether while attending college, unless you can find a 

supervisor who believes that education comes First and will fight for you, or who needs the extra studying 

time too and is willing to overlook some of the company's policies. However, not all of us are fortunate 

enough to enjoy such pleasures; instead, we battle with time to get everything done. 

 

(Writing Today) 
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WHY I WANT a WIFE 

Written by essayist and political activist Judy Brady, "Why I Want a Wife" is one of the most 

famous and enduring essays of our times. First published in the Spring 1972 issue of Ms., it has become 

both a rallying cry for women seeking equality and a penetrating look into the sociology of the American 

family. 

 

I belong to that classification of people known as wives. I am a Wife. And, not altogether 

incidentally, I am a mother. Not too long ago a male friend of mine appeared on the scene fresh from a recent 

divorce. He had one child, who is, of course, with his ex-wife. He is looking for another wife. As I thought 

about him while I was ironing one evening, it suddenly occurred to me that I, too, would like to have a wife. 

Why do I want a wife? 

I would like to go back to school so that I can become economically independent, support myself, 

and, if need be, support those dependent upon me. I want a wife who will work and send me to school. And 

while I am going to school 1 want a wife to take care of my children. I want a wife to keep track of the 

children's doctor and dentist appointments. And to keep track of mine, too. I want a wife to make sure my 

children eat properly and are kept clean. I want a wife who will wash the children's clothes and keep them 

mended. I want a wife who is a good nurturant attendant to my children, who arranges for their schooling, 

makes sure that they have an adequate social life with their peers, takes them to the park, the zoo, etc. I want 

a wife who takes care of the children when they are sick, a wife who arranges to be around when the 

children need special care, Because, of course, I cannot miss classes at school. My wife must arrange to lose 

time at work and not lose the job. It may mean a small cut in my wife's income from time to time, but I guess 

I can tolerate that. Needless to say, my wife will arrange and pay for the care of the children while my wife is 

working. 

I want a wife who will take care of my physical needs. I want a wife who will keep my house clean. 

A wife who will pick up after me. I want a wife who will keep my clothes clean, ironed, mended, replaced 

when need be, and who will see to it that my personal things are kept in their proper place so that I can find 

what I need the minute I need it. I want a wife who cooks the meals, a wife who is a good cook. I want a 

wife who will plan the menus, do the necessary grocery shopping, prepare the meals, serve them pleasantly, 

and then do the cleaning up while I do my studying. I want a wife who will care for me when I am sick and 

sympathize with my pain and loss of time from school. I want a wife to go along when our family takes a 

vacation so that someone can continue to care for me and my children when 1 need a rest and change of 

scene. 

I want a wife who will not bother me with rambling complaints about a wife's duties. But I want a 

wife who will listen to me when I feel the need to explain a rather difficult point I have come across in my 

course of studies. And I want a wife who will type my papers for me when I have written them. 

I want a wife who will take care of the details of my social life. When my wife and I are invited out 

by friends, I want a wife who will take care of the babysitting arrangements. When I meet people at school 

that I like and want to entertain, I want a wife who will have the house clean, will prepare a special meal, 

serve it to me and my friends, and not interrupt when I talk about the things that interest me and my friends. I 

want a wife who will have arranged that the children are fed and ready for bed before my guests arrive so 

that the children do not bother us. I want a wife who takes care of the needs of my guests so that they feel 

comfortable, who makes sure that they have an ashtray, that they are passed the hors d'oeuvres, that they are 

offered a Second helping of the food, that their wine glasses are replenished when necessary, that their 

coffee is served to them as they like it. And I want a wife who knows that sometimes I need a night out by 

myself. 

If, by chance, I find another person more suitable as a wife than the wife I already have, I want the 

liberty to replace my present wife with another one. Naturally, I will expect a fresh, new life; my wife will 

take the children and be solely responsible for them so that I am left free. 

When I am through with school and have a job, I want my wife to quit working and remain at home 

so that my wife can more fully and completely take care of a wife's duties. 

 

My God, who wouldn't want a wife?  

(Judy Brady= (Writing Today)  
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BEING A STUDENT 

ARGUMENTATIVE-OPINION  
 

HAVING JOB WHILE BEING A STUDENT 
 

QUESTION:  In some countries, teenagers have jobs while they are still students.  Do you think this is a 

good idea?  Support your opinion by using specific reasons and details. 

 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 
It is a good idea for teenagers to have jobs while they are students Because they can learn about 

responsibility; they can learn the value of money and they can learn how to work as a member of a team. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Students can learn responsibility 

a. They have to come to work on time every day 

b. They must serve customers in a friendly manner 

c. They have to maintain the store shelves with inventory 

II. Students can learn the value of money 

d. Students will learn that it takes a lot of time and effort to make money  

e. Students will make wiser choices when buying things with their own money 

III.  Students will learn how to work as a member of a team 

a. Students will learn how to compromise with other employees (helping out when someone is sick, 

etc.) 

b. Students will learn about the friendship that comes from teamwork (feeling like you can trust others) 

C. CONCLUSION 
It is a valuable experience for teenagers to have jobs while they are students Because they will learn to be 

responsible adults. They will have an appreciation for money and they will learn about working with others.  

All of these traits will benefit them throughout their lives. 
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A SAMPLE ESSAY (based on the outline above) 

 
HAVING JOB WHILE BEING a STUDENT 

 
It is a good idea for teenagers to have jobs while they are students Because they can learn 

about responsibility; they can learn the value of money and they can learn how to work as a 

member of a team. 

 

When teenagers have jobs while they are students, they can learn how to be 

responsible. As an employee, you must follow a weekly schedule.  This means, you have to come 

to work on time. If you are scheduled to begin work at 8 a.m. on a Saturday morning, you have to 

be there at 8 a.m. It doesn’t matter if you went to a party the night before and do not want to get up.  

You have to get up. Your boss is relying on you to do your job.  As an employee, you also learn 

that you must serve the customer in a friendly manner. If you are not friendly, the store may lose 

business and you may lose your job.  Finally, an employee is responsible for maintaining the store 

shelves with inventory.  If you work in a department store, you have to keep the shelves filled with 

merchandise.  The products have to be priced and placed on the shelves.  If the shelves look empty, 

customers may get a bad impression of the store and may not continue to shop there.  It is good for 

students to learn responsibility when they are young Because it will benefit them as they get older. 

 

Another benefit to teenagers working is that they will learn the value of money.  Often 

students get money from their parents, but they do not realize how hard their parents work for that 

money.  When students work, they begin to appreciate how difficult it can be to make money.  They 

also realize that “money doesn’t grow on trees” as some students seem to believe when asking their 

parents for money. Another reason it is good for students to work is that they will make wiser 

choices when they use their own money to buy things.  For example, if students work 20 hours per 

week at $7.00 per hour, they will make $140 per week.  In one month, that is about $540.  Perhaps a 

student will think twice about spending $120 for a pair of tennis shoes or $350 for a stereo system 

when s/he has had to work very hard for that money.  On the other hand, when students do spend 

money for personal objects, they will appreciate them more than if they had gotten the money from 

their parents.   

 

Finally, working teenagers learn from being members of a team. As employees, students 

learn to work with others and help one another.  For example, if someone is sick, you may be asked 

to help out.  In addition, other employees will depend on you to do your share of the work.  If one 

person does not do his/her job, other employees may have to do extra work to compensate.  

Students will learn very quickly that it is not good teamwork to expect others to do your work.  

Finally, students will develop friendships with other employees Because they have learned to count 

on each other.  Working as a member of a team will build strong character in students. 

 

 To conclude, it is a valuable experience for teenagers to have jobs while they are students 

Because they will learn to be responsible adults. They will have an appreciation for money and they 

will learn about working with others.  These experiences will help them grow into adulthood and 

benefit them throughout their lives. 
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DIFFERENT CLOTHES 
ARGUMENTATIVE-OPINION  

 
WEARING DIFFERENT CLOTHES 

 

QUESTION: Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People behave differently when they 

wear different clothes influence the way people behave? Use specific examples to support your answer. 

 

A. INTRODUCTION:  

People dress differently in different situations and I believe that the way they dress affects their behavior. 

There are several reasons why I feel this is true. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Work environment 

a. People often dress formally in a work environment and their behavior is also somewhat 

formal with their boss and colleagues. 

b. For example: you respect the opinions of others, treat them equally. 

II. Play environment 

a. People dress casually when they play sports, For example, and their way of speaking is 

also usually casual (eg: you don't use the same language when you play sports as you do 

when you are talking with your boss) 

III. Formal gathering 

a. People wear very formal clothes at a wedding, the opera or a fancy party and their 

behavior is also very formal. People use formal speech and behave very properly. 

IV. Very informal gatherings 

a. University parties, birthday party, etc. People tend to dress very informally and their 

language and behavior is, likewise, very informal. (eg: people tend to use slang, idioms, 

curse words) 

V. There is an expression, "Clothes make the man." This means that how one dresses affects how 

one behaves. I definitely think there is a connection between what one wears and how one acts. 

C. CONCLUSION 

 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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TELEVISION 
DISADVANTAGES 

 
TELEVISION 

 

QUESTION: Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television has destroyed 

communication among friends and family. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 
 

A. INTRODUCTION:  

I feel that communication between friends and family has been destroyed due to television. 

Television is such a passive activity that family and friends often forget what meaningful 

communication is. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Television is passive  

a. When people watch television, they do not talk with one another 

b. People enjoy the relaxation of watching television, but forget that communication is 

important 

c. Many people watch television in order to relax, but that means they give less time to 

family and friends. 

lI. Television often causes arguments 

a. Family members argue about what to watch on TV 

b. Friends argue about programs they see on TV 

c. Children argue with their parents to buy them toys they see advertised on TV. 

III. Television rarely promotes good conversation 

a. People don't usually talk about a program unless they want to argue about it 

b. The people on TV are not real, so we often don't have anything in common with them  

c. The more time we spend watching TV, the less time we spend talking 

C. CONCLUSION 

 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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TRAVELLING with a COMPANION 
TRAVELLING ADVANTAGES 

 
TRAVELLING with a COMPANION 

       

QUESTION: Same people like to travel with a companion. Other people prefer to travel alone. Which 

do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Same people travel alone and others travel with a companion. There are pros and cons to each. I 

prefer to travel with a companion. A companion provides someone to talk to, someone to share the 

experience with and someone to share the cost with. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Someone to talk to 

a. Traveling can be lonely especially if you are alone. If you have a friend with you, you 

always have someone to talk to. 

b. For example: talk about the place you are visiting, talk about mutual friends, talk about 

serious subjects, and talk about anything. 

II. Someone to share the experience with 

a. If you travel alone, al1 your experiences are your own, but if you go with someone you wiII 

always have that in common (memories) in later life 

b. You can each give your opinion about the new places you are going or the new things you 

are seeing. This is especially important when traveling to a new country. 

III. Someone to share the cost with 

a. Traveling is not cheap, you can share the cost of many things  

b. For example: hotel rooms, groceries, tolls, etc. 

C. CONCLUSION 

To conclude, I prefer to travel with a companion so I can have someone to talk to, share all the new 

experiences and share the costs. 

 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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LIVING in the TWENTIETH CENTURY 
ADVANTAGES-DISADVANTAGES 

THE ADV. and DISADV. of LIVING in the TWENTIETH CENTURY 
A. INTRODUCTION:  

Living in the twentieth century offers certain advantages, such as a higher standard of living, but it also 

had some disadvantages, such as a polluted environment, the depersonalization of human relationships, 

and the weakening of spiritual values. 

B. DEVELOPMENT:  

I. The biggest advantage of living in the twentieth century is the high standard of living we enjoy. 

              A.  More money for less hard work. 

1. More office workers than manual laborers. 

2. Higher salaries. 

3. Increased government services. 

4. Social security/ Unemployment benefits/ Disability insurance 

B. Longer life expectancy 

1. Better medical care 

a. More hospitals, doctors, nurses/ Advances in medical technology 

2. Improved nutrition 

3. More leisure time 

C. Modern conveniences 

1. Communication 

a. Telephones and Cellular Phones 

b. Radio and television 

2.  Labor-saving machines in the home 

a. Dishwashers 

b. Washing machines/dryers 

c. Vacuum cleaners 

3.  Faster transportation 

II. One of the main disadvantages of living in the twentieth century is that we are living in an 

increasingly polluted environment. 

A. Air Pollution 

1. smog 

2. nuclear fallout and acid rain  

B. Water pollution 

1.  Chemical wastes from factories 

a.  Dead fish 

b.  Contaminated drinking water supplies 

2.   Oil spills from ships and Raw sewage/dirt from cities 

III. A second disadvantage of living in the twentieth century is the depersonalization of human 

relationships. 

A. People and machines 

1. Automated vending machines, banks, etc. 

2. Tape recorded telephone answering 

3. Computerized dating services  

VI. The final disadvantage of living in the twentieth century is the weakening of spiritual values. 

A. Materialistic culture 

B. Faith in science instead of in religion 

C. CONCLUSION 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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LIVING LONGER 
CAUSE 

 
LIVING LONGER 

 
QUESTION: In general, people are living longer now. Discuss the causes of this phenomenon. Use 

specific reasons and details to develop your essay. 

 

 A. INTRODUCTION 

People's life expectancy is longer now than in the past. This is due to many factors. Same of the 

factors include: medical advances, better food & water, more awareness of what is healthy.  

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Medical advances 

a. Over the years, scientists have developed better medicines that can cure more illnesses. 

b. Scientists have developed immunizations that are given to small children so they won't get 

sick.  

c. Scientists have learned more about the human body and how it works 

II. Better food and water 

a. In most countries, the sanitation has improved. People have learned that dean food & water 

is important to health. 

b. For example: more rules govern the production of food 

c. For example: purifying water has become more common 

III. Awareness of what is healthy 

a. People are better educated about what causes illness 

b. People know not to eat certain foods that are not dean 

c. People have more time to learn about healthy versus unhealthy conditions 

C. CONCLUSION 

 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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DIFFERENT WAYS of ESCAPING THE STRESS 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 
 

DIFFERENT WAYS of ESCAPING THE STRESS 

 

QUESTION: People have different ways of escaping the stress and difficulties of modern life. Some 

read; some exercise; others work in their gardens. What do you think are the best ways of reducing 

stress? Use specific details and examples in your answer.  

  

A. INTRODUCTION         

People experience stress in their daily lives. There are many ways to alleviate stress, but I think the 

best ways include reading and walking. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

 I. Reading provides an escape  

a. When you read a book, you can escape from your own life and read about someone else's life 

b. You can forget about your problems and enjoy the story . 

c. You can pretend that you are a character in the story and imagine your life as a different person, 

away from the stress. 

II. Walking provides physical activity and mental relaxation 

a. Walking is a nice way to forget about stressful things 

b. For example: you can look at the scenery, think about pleasant things c. Physical activity helps 

the mind relax, so it reduces stress 

C. IN CONCLUSION, people relieve stress in different ways. What is useful for one person may not be 

useful for another so you should experiment and see what works best for you! 

 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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EVALUATION the TEACHERS 
ARGUMENTATIVE- OPINION  

 
EVALUATION the TEACHERS 

 

QUESTION: Schools should ask students to evaluate their teachers. Do you agree or disagree? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer.      

      

 

A. INTRODUCTION           

Teachers are important to schools and they should be good at their jobs. One way to know if  

they are effective is to have students evaluate them. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Teachers need to be evaluated by the students who learn from them 

a. Students have contact with their teachers everyday. Their evaluation would be useful to the 

administration. 

b. Students are honest. If a teacher is bad or if a teacher is good, students will say so 

II. Teachers need to get information about their own teaching from more than one source.  

a. teachers are evaluated by administration 

b. Teachers should be eva1uated by students (for another opinion) 

c. Perhaps teachers should even be evaluated by other teachers (for a Third opinion) 

III. Teachers should not be afraid of student evaluations 

a. If teachers are doing a good job, they will not fear more evaluations  

b. If teachers are not doing a good job; the school can fire the teacher 

C. CONCLUSION 

 

YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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LIVING LONGER 
CAUSE 

 
LIVING LONGER 

 

QUESTION: In general, people are living longer now. Discuss the causes of this phenomenon. Use 

specific reasons and details to develop your essay. 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 

People's life expectancy is longer now than in the past. This is due to many factors. Same of the 

factors include: medical advances, better food & water, more awareness of what is healthy. 

B. DEVELOPMENT 

I. Medical advances 

a. Over the years, scientists have developed better medicines that can cure more illnesses. 

b. Scientists have developed immunizations that are given to small children so they won't get 

sick.  

c. Scientists have learned more about the human body and how it works 

II. Better food and water 

a. In most countries, the sanitation has improved. People have learned that dean food & water is 

important to health. 

b. For example: more rules govern the production of food 

c. For example: purifying water has become more common 

III. Awareness of what is healthy 

a. People are better educated about what causes illness 

b. People know not to eat certain foods that are not dean 

c. People have more time to learn about healthy versus unhealthy conditions 

C. CONCLUSION 

 
YOU WRITE- Now write your essay by using the given information. 
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LIST of COMMON TRANSITIONS 
ADDING 

after 

At last 
afterwards 

before 

again  

also  
and  

and then 

as well as 

besides 

equally important 

eventually  

First 
further 

Furthermore 
in addition 

in the First place 

last  

likewise 

moreover 

next 

recently 

previously 

Finally 

Second  
Secondly 

subsequently  

then  

Third - Thirdly

   

To begin with  
too 

when 

 

CAUSE and EFFECT 
accordingly  

and so  

as a result 

Because  
consequently 

for this reason 

hence  

since  

so  

then 

Therefore 
thus 

 

COMPARING 
alike  

also  
as well 

both  

in the same way 

like  

likewise  

resembling 

similar to 

similarly 

 

CONTRASTING 
After all  

Although  
and yet 

at the same time 

but 

but at the same time 

conversely  

despite that 

difference 

differs from  

dissimilar  

even so 

even though  

for all that 

However  
in contrast 

in spite of 

in spite of that/this  

instead (of) 

nevertheless  

on the contrary  

On the other hand  

Otherwise  
regardless 

still 

though  

unlike  

whereas  

while 

yet 

 

DESCRIPTIVE 
above   

against   

alongside  

around   

at the side  

backward  

behind   

below   

beyond   

by   

down   

east (west)  

elsewhere  

far off (away)  

farther on  

forward  

from   

here (close to here)  

higher than 

in 

in between  

in front of  

in the back  

in the distance  

inside   

into  

less than 

lower than 

near   

next to   

not more  

on   

on the other side  

on top of 

onto   

opposite  

out of   

over  

surrounded by  

there  

through  

to  

to the right (left) 

under  

up  

upstairs  

EXAMPLES and EMPHASIS 
above all 

After all  
another  

as an example 

as an illustration  

certainly 

especially 

even 

For example 

For instance 
in fact  

in other words 

in particular 

in short 

in truth  

indeed  

it is true 

most important 

namely 

of course 

one reason 

specifically 

surely 

that is 

thus 

to illustrate 

truly 
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EMPHASIS 
absolutely 

certainly 

definitely 

in fact 

indeed 

of course 

surely 

undoubtedly 

unquestionably  

without doubt 

 

EXPLAIN 
actually 

admittedly 

Because 
certainly 

For example 

For instance 
in fact 

in particular 

in this manner 

indeed 

mainly 

namely 

of course 

really  

since 

specifically 

such as 

that is 

thus 

to illustrate 
 

LISTING 
after 

after that 

before  

eventually 

Finally 

First 
First of all  

Firstly 

lastly  

next 

Second   
Secondly  

then 

Third 
Thirdly  

 

NARRATIVE 
after   

afterward  

At last   
awhile  

before   

earlier  

Finally  

First (Second, ..) 
immediately  

in the meantime  

in the past  

later   

long ago  

meanwhile  

next   

now   

often   

once   

previously  

recently   

soon 

suddenly  

then  

time passed  

until  

when  

while 

 

SIMILAR IDEAS 
additionally 

again 

also 
and 

apart from   

besides  

both 

furthermore  

in addition 

in addition to 

moreover 

in addition (to 

this/that)  

what is more  

 

TIME ORDER 
after a while 

afterward 

after that 

again 

also 
and then 

as long as 

At last 
at length 

at that time 

before 

 

besides 

during 

earlier 

eventually 

Finally 
formerly 

further 

Furthermore 
in addition in the 

First place 

in the past 

 

last 

lately 

later on 

meanwhile 

moreover 

next 

now 

presently 

Second 
shortly 

since 

 

so far 

soon 

Second 
still 

subsequently 

then 

thereafter 

too 

until 

until now 

when 

SUMMARIZING and CONCLUDING 
All in all 
altogether 

as has been said 

briefly 

Finally  
in brief 

In conclusion 
in my view 

in other words 

in particular 

in short  

in summary 

it seems to me 

on the whole  

that is 

the way I see it  

Therefore 
to be brief 

to come to the point 

to put it differently 

to sum up 

to summarize 
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Note: Like, Such as: For giving examples, 
these words have the same meaning. 
However, such as and  like  are generally 
not the same. For example, you can say  
Cats are like people in many ways.  

but you cannot say  
Cats are such as people in many ways.  
For giving examples, they come immediately 
after the subject in a sentence. 

 

EXAMPLES 

 
When you want to give one or two typical examples of something, use:  

 

For example  For instance  Such as  Like 

 

A. FOR EXAMPLE /FOR INSTANCE 

 
1. These 2 expressions have the same meaning. You can use them at the beginning of a sentence to 

introduce an example situation: 

 Car prices can differ a lot. For example, in Germany Opel Combo costs $ 2000 less than in Turkey.  

2. You can also use them to emphasize a specific example of a general  

topic. In this case, For example/For instance comes between the subject and the verb, and has commas 

around it. 

 Many countries, for example Mexico and Japan, have a lot of earthquakes. 

3. You use them in the middle of a sentence to introduce a list: 

 There are several programs for preschool children, for example Sesame Street and Tarchın and his 

friends. 

 

B. SUCH AS 
 

 Cartoon characters such as Mickey Mouse and Snoopy are still popular. 

 After marriage, people may have more troubles, such as financial problems, overloaded work and so on.  

 Cell phones affect the electronic systems of some cars. This can cause big problems such as accidents.  

 Almost every house has large electrical goods such as television sets and washing machines.  

 It is difficult to get basic foods such as sugar and bread. 

 

C. LIKE 
 

 I don't want him treating me like Jim treated me. 

 Robots, like human workers, can detect malfunctions in machinery. 

 Tokyo is crowded and noisy just like New York. 
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LISTING and ADDING POINTS 
TIME ORDER WORDS 

 

First  Second  Third     Next   Then   Finally 

 

 
1. Owning a car has some advantages. First, it gives you comfort. Second, it saves you a lot of time. 

Third, it gives you great freedom of movement.  

 

2. Becoming the prime minister of Turkey, first, you need to become a leader of a political party. Second, 

you need to win a seat in the parliament. Third, your party must have a majority of seats. Finally, After 

all these steps, you can call yourself the prime minister. 

 

3. First of all, pour a half-cup of milk in the bowl; second, add two eggs; and third, stir the mixture.  

  

4. There are three reasons why Canada is one of the best countries in the world. First, Canada has an 

excellent health care system. All Canadians have access to medical services at a reasonable price. 

Second, Canada has a high standard of education. Students are taught by well-trained teachers and are 

encouraged to continue studying at university. Finally, Canada's cities are clean and efficiently managed. 

Canadian cities have many parks and lots of space for people to live. As a result, Canada is a desirable 

place to live.  

  

5. There are many reasons why people all over the world enjoy watching movies. First, they offer an 

escape. For that reason, some people go to the movies to see how others live. Second, movies provide 

entertainment. Because, they are fun to watch and let you imagine. Furthermore, Moreover, movies 

are available everywhere. As a result, watching movie is one of the important activities of people. 
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OPPOSITE IDEAS 
(Making Contrasting Points) 

 

When we want to link opposing ideas, we use the following transitions 

  

although - but  - despite - on the other hand - However - while 
  

ALTHOUGH... (Although=Even though, While) 

 
(followed by a complete clause or sentence and  used at the beginning or the middle of the sentence) 

 

 Although I missed my train, I still arrived at work on time. 

 Although I spend two hours getting ready to go out, my sister is ready in  

    ten minutes! 

 Although using computer has some advantages, it also provides some disadvantages. 

 We played football outside although it was raining. 

 She always buys us expensive presents although she is poor. 

 

BUT 

 
 It's an old car, but it's very expensive. 

 In France, Spain, Belgium, and Austria, most private schools are religious, but in most other countries, 

    they are not. 

 Some people say that men are superior to women, but the feminist movement is trying to change this view. 

 

DESPITE + n/gerund (v-ing) 
 

 Despite the rain, we played football outside.(noun) 

 We played football outside despite the rain.(noun) 

 Despite studying for two weeks, Tom failed the exam.(gerund) 

 

HOWEVER 

 
 This is a cheap and practical toy. However, it is dangers. 

 This is one possible solution to my problem. However, there are others.  

 This room is so interesting. However, did you think to decorate it in purple and green? 

 American cars are generally too large for the Japanese market. However, Japanese cars are popular in the 

US. 

ON THE OTHER HAND 
 

This expression DOES NOT mean ‘also’!! It is used to introduce 2 contrasting points. It can be at the 

beginning of a sentence (followed by a comma) or right after the subject (between 2 commas). 

 

 New York City is not an unpleasing place. On the other hand, San Francisco is an attractive place. 

 Men excel at math; on the other hand, women are better at language.  

 You want to repair your car, but on the other hand, you should be careful. 

 I'd like to eat out, but on the other hand, I should try to save money. 

 Cell phone is a very useful technology. Computers, on the other hand,  have a negative effect on society.  
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WHILE 
 Austria requires 237 days of school every year, while Spain and Hungary  

    require only 170. 

 While I like Susan personally, I don't think what she's doing is right. 

 While Bursa is an industrial city, it has huge attraction. 

 

MORE EXAMPLES 

 on the other hand-although- even though – whereas - while 
 Metin prefers the more traditional role of the son. Mustafa, on the other hand, prefers the modern western 

role.  

 Although/Even though Einstein enjoyed learning, he had problems in school.  

 Tom continues to attend class even though/although he has no chance of passing. 

 Although/Even though women in the United States could own property, they could not vote until 1920. 

 In the United States, women could not vote until 1920 even though /although they could own property.  

 Although / Even though that may be true, I will not change my decision.  

 He must be about sixty, whereas his wife looks about thirty.  

 While his wife looks about thirty, he must be about sixty.  
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RESULT 

 

Use the following transitions to say that someone does something or something happens as a result of 

something else: 

 

Therefore,    So 

 
SO and THEREFORE appear in phrases and clauses that state a result. 

Examples:    

 

A. SO 

 
 My knee started hurting, so I stopped running. 

 I was lost, so I bought a street map.  

 There was nothing on TV, so I decided to go to bed. 

 The rest of the week I'm busy, I'm afraid, so it'll have to be Monday. 

 The shop doesn't open until 11a.m. and so it loses a lot of business.  

 Large schools offer many different courses, so students have a wide choice of subjects to take. 

 

B. THEREFORE 
 

 Their car is bigger and therefore more comfortable. 

 It was clear Lucy was unhappy. Therefore, she decided to resign at the weekend. 

 Turkish weddings are both religious and civil. Therefore, people arrange two wedding ceremonies.  

 Large schools offer many different courses. Therefore, students have a wide choice of subjects to take.  
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REASONS 
 

When we want to give  reason (s) for something we use… 

 

because  because of since as 

 

BECAUSE  
When you give reasons for your ideas, you may want to use connectors that show cause or result. Because 

appears in phrases and clauses that state a reason (a cause).  

 

•Because you've done such a good job, I'm giving everyone a 10% bonus. 

•Mark couldn't come Because he had to work. 

•She's in a bad mood.  Because her father won't let her go to the party tonight.  

•Because large schools offer many different courses, students have a wide choice of subjects to take.  

•Students have a wide choice of subjects to take Because large schools offer many different courses. 

•We didn't enjoy the day Because the weather was so awful. 

•In many countries, the state uses lotteries to collect money. This is wrong, Because gambling is immoral.  

•We're not going on holiday this year, simply Because we can't afford it.  

  

BECAUSE OF 

•I had to move Because of my job. 

•Because of the increase in street crime, many old people are afraid to leave their homes. 

•He did badly in his exams Because of problems at home. 

 

SINCE 
•Since you are unable to answer, perhaps we should ask someone else. 

•Since leaving college, Murat has worked as a waiter. 

 

AS 
•As the teacher told us earlier, this research has just started. 

•As the caravans were leaving, David and his friends arrived. 

•Emile decided not to go out as she was still really tired. 
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SIMILAR IDEAS 
(More points to the same topic)   

When we want to link similar ideas, we can use these transitions. 

also - and - both - furthermore – in addition - in addition to - moreover  
 

ALSO 
Also can come at the beginning of a sentence, before a simple present or a past tense verb, or after an 

auxiliary verb or modal. If it comes at the beginning of a sentence, a comma always follows it. 

 

 I'm nervous, and I'm also uneasy and panicky. 

 Abraham Sweet's a singer and also writes books. 

 

AND 
 Kenan İmirzaoglu  is tall, dark and handsome. 

 Eric plays the guitar and sings folk songs. 

 She didn't speak to anyone and nobody spoke to her. 

 The movie starred Sandra Bullock and Keanu Reeves. 

 

BOTH…….AND  
 Both my father and mother are doctors at International Hospital in Istanbul.  

 Both New York City and Tokyo have outstanding international restaurants.  

Note: Be careful for parallelism.  

RIGHT: The two cities are both noisy and crowded. (both-adj and adj) 

WRONG: The two cities are both busy  and have too many people.. (both –adj and-verb phrase) 

 

FURTHERMORE:  
 To prepare her homework, Fatma went through different history books. Furthermore, she took notes from 

several encyclopedias.  

 Face-to-face communication is better than other forms of communication. When you talk to a person face-

to-face, it is more personal. You can see their actions or feelings. Moreover, face-to-face communication is 

usually more effective because you can change your conversation to fit the situation. Furthermore, body 

language is more effective than spoken language. 

 

IN ADDITION 
In addition usually comes at the beginning of a sentence. In this position, it always takes a comma. 

 

 Mehmet writes for a daily newspaper. In addition, he writes articles for a popular weekly magazine.  

 During her spare time, Merve practices the piano. In addition, she helps her father in his office.  

 It is very difficult to study abroad. In addition, it can be much more expensive than studying in your own 

country. 
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IN ADDİTİON TO (THIS/THAT 

 

There are several advantages of using a computer. First of all, it is especially helpful in the workplace, 

where employees can do their work far faster that they could in the past. In addition to this, computers can 

be educational and fun.  

 Faruk Tekbilek sings beautifully and also plays the flute, piano, and other musical instruments. 

 Living in a big city offers job opportunities. Also, it provides good educational opportunities.  

 Sarah speaks perfect English. She also speaks German and Italian. 

 Sugar is bad for your teeth. It can also contribute to heart disease. 

 When you smoke, you not only harm yourself, but you also harm all the people around you. 

 It is very difficult to study abroad. Also, it can be much more expensive than studying in your own 

country. 

 There are several advantages of using a computer. First of all, it is especially helpful in the workplace, 

where employees can do their work far faster that they could in the past. In addition to this, computers can 

be educational and fun.  

 

MOREOVER 
 John plays football. Moreover, he works at a restaurant.  

 The drug has powerful side effects. Moreover, it can be addictive.  

 Nazmi says he couldn't get here Because of the snow. Moreover, his car's broken down. 

 

MORE SAMPLES:  

1. There are many advantages to living in a village. First of all, one is much closer to nature and can 

enjoy more peace and quiet. In addition, life in the country is much slower and people tend to be 

more open and friendly. 

2. The biggest advantage of using a cell phone is that you can find somebody easily. Also, when 

somebody wants to reach you, he can get in touch with you by touching on several buttons. 

Moreover, you can carry it easily. 

3. There are several advantages to tourism. To begin with, tourism brings a lot of money into a country 

and it also creates a lot of employment for people of the area. In addition to this, if there are a lot of 

tourists in the area, it makes the locals stay rather than leave to get jobs elsewhere. 

4. Alcoholism is a disease that affects many people in the world today. It not only affects the alcoholic, 

but also their family, friends, and co-workers strangers. 
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ESSAY TOPICS 
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ADVANTAGES and 

DISADVANTAGES 
 

1. Advantages and/or disadvantages of attending summer courses 

2. Advantages and/or disadvantages of being a doctor. 

3. Advantages and/or disadvantages of being single?   

4. Advantages and/or disadvantages of being wealthy 

5. Advantages and/or disadvantages of communication technology? 

6. Advantages and/or disadvantages of custom union 

7. Advantages and/or disadvantages of custom union? 

8. Advantages and/or disadvantages of having a job while attending university?  

9. Advantages and/or disadvantages of living in my city 

10. Advantages and/or disadvantages of mass media on individuals and society 

11. Advantages and/or disadvantages of owning a car? 

12. Advantages and/or disadvantages of shopping by TV  

13. Advantages and/or disadvantages of technology  

14. Advantages and/or disadvantages of the Internet for young people. 

15. Advantages and/or disadvantages of tourism  

16. Advantages and/or disadvantages of traveling  

17. Advantages and/or disadvantages of using mobile phones? (Advantages) 

18. Advantages and/or disadvantages of using nuclear energy 

19. Advantages and disadvantages of using machines instead of people in our work  

 (e.g. in factories) 

20. Advantages of learning a foreign language  

21. Having mixed classes with boys and girls is not advantageous so they should be separated. Do you agree 

or not? Give reasons. 

22. Negative and positive aspects of Turkish educational system 
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ARGUMENTATIVE – OPINION - 

FOR & AGAINTS 
 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?  

Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion or your thesis.  

 

1. A person’s childhood years (the time from birth to twelve years of age) are the most important years of a 

person’s life.  

2. Advertising can tell you a lot about a country. 

3. Are difficult experiences valuable lessons? 

4. Are games important to adults?  
5. Are quick decisions always wrong? 

6. Are the exams necessary? Are they aimed at checking our knowledge or just causing stress?  

7. Boys and girls should attend separate schools.  

8. Can ads tell about a country? 

9. Can new technologies help students?  

10.  Children should begin learning a foreign language as soon as they start school.  

11. Do clothes make a man? 

12. Do grades encourage students to learn? 

13. Do you prefer one or two friends or many friends? 

14. Do you prefer spending your money or save them? Explain. 

15. Do you think Turkey should be a member of the European Union?  

16. Everything bad for human health is a product of human science. 

17. Everything bad for human health is a product of human science. 

18. Exams are not useful. 

19. Has computer made life easier? 

20. Has technology made the world better? 

21. Has TV destroyed communication? 

22. Have automobiles improved modern life? 

23. Having mixed classes with boys and girls is not advantageous so they should be separated. Do you agree 

or not?  

24. Highways or public transportation?  
25. How can schools help new students? 

26. How do movies and TV serials influence young people’s behaviors?  

27. How should children spend their time? 

28. If you had the power, what three things would you like to change in the world?  

29. Important qualities of a coworker. 
30. In your opinion, what is a very important skill a person should acquire in order to be successful in 

today’s world?   

31. Inflation is the only problem of our country.  

32. Is daily homework necessary? 

33. Is it better to travel with a tour guide? 

34. Is it right to ban smoking? 

35. Is learning about the past useful? 
36. Is money the most important aspect of a job?  
37. Is watching TV bad for children? 

38. Learn by yourself or with a teacher?  
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39.  Modern technology is creating a single world culture.  

40. Money is the magic key to open every door. Discuss the above statement.  

41. Motor and car racing should be banned. 

42. One thing to improve your community.  

43.  Only people who earn a lot of money are successful.  

44.  People behave differently when they wear different clothes. Do you agree that different clothes 

influence the way people behave? 

45. Police are unnecessary Because they aren’t reducing crime. 

46. Qualities of a good parent. 

47.  Reading fiction (such as novels and short stories) is more enjoyable that watching movies.  

48. Rich countries should spend their money and time on the poor instead of wasting them on space 

explorations. 

49. Should a city preserve its historic buildings? 

50. Should boys and girls go to separate schools? 

51. Should business never fire people?  
52. Should capital punishment (death penalty) be abolished or not.  

53. Should children learn a foreign language? 

54. Should parents decide for teenagers?  
55. Should religious education become compulsory at schools?  

56. Should students be required to attend classes? 

57. Should students evaluate their teachers? 

58. Should students talk on classes? 

59. Should students wear uniforms? 

60.  Should teenagers work? 
61. Some people say that advertising encourages us to buy things we do not need. Others say that 

advertisements introduce us the things that may improve our lives. Which viewpoint do you agree with?  

62. Some people think that only women should do the housework at home?  

63. Some people think that only women should do the housework at home?  

64. Technology has made the world a better place to live.  

65.  Telephones and e-mail have made communication between people less personal.  

66. Television has destroyed communication among friends and family. 

67. The best way of learning.  

68. The country should only be run by women. 

69. The greatest mistake in your life. 

70. The importance of Olympic Games for countries.  

71. The importance of reading and writing. 

72. The problems of generation gap and parents’ attitude towards their children. 

73. The reasons for traffic accidents. necessary precautions and regulations in Turkey 

74. Traffic accidents and precautions and necessary regulations. 

75. Types of lies that people tell. 

76. Wars are always wrong. 

77. Watching television is bad for children.  

78. What are the causes and effects of the latest democratization attempts in Turkey?   

79. What are the difficulties that students face while learning a foreign language?  

80. What are the important qualities of a good parent?   

81. What’s your dream job? What job would you like to do after graduating from university? Explain why? 

82. Who influence more, family or friends? 

83. Why are movies so popular? 

84. Why do people live longer? 

85. Why is music important to many people? 

86. Women should have equal rights with men. Discuss. 

87. Women shouldn’t work.  

88. Would you choose your own roommate? 

89. Would you like to live a country life or a city life? Explain why? 
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ARGUMENTATIVE - COMPARE & CONTRAST  
 

90. Every generation of people is different in important ways. How is your generation different from your 

parents' generation? Use specific reasons and examples to explain your answer. 

91. Is the ability to read and write more important today than in the past? Why or why not? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer. 

92. The 21st century has begun. What changes do you think the new century will bring? Use examples and 

details in your answer. 

93. The twentieth century saw great change. In your opinion, what is one change that should be 

remembered about the twentieth century? Use specific reasons and details to explain your choice. 
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ARGUMENTATIVE - EDUCATION 
 

94. A person you know is planning to move to your town or city. What do you think this person would like 

and dislike about living in your town or city? Why? Use specific reasons and details to develop your 

essay. 

95. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Teachers should be paid according to how 

much their students learn.” Give specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

96. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “All students should be required to study art and 

music in Secondary school.” Use specific reasons to support your answer. 

97. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Boys and girls should attend separate schools.” 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

98. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Children should begin learning a foreign 

language as soon as they start school.” Use specific reasons and examples to support your position.  

99. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Classmates are a more important influence 

than parents on a child's success in school.” Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

  

100. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Grades (marks) encourage students to 

learn.” Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

101. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “It is more important for students to study 

history and literature than it is for them to study science and mathematics.” Use specific reasons and 

examples to support your opinion. 

102. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Parents are the best teachers.” Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer. 

103. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “People are never satisfied with what they 

have; they always want something more or something different.” Use specific reasons to support your 

answer. 

104. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Reading fiction (such as novels and short 

stories) is more enjoyable than watching movies.” Use specific reasons and examples to explain your 

position. 

105. Has recently been announced that a large shopping center may be built in your neighborhood. Do you 

support or oppose this plan? Why? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

106. “In some countries, teenagers have jobs while they are still students.” Do you think this is a good 

idea? Support your opinion by using specific reasons and details. 

107. “In the future, students may have the choice of studying at home by using technology such as 

computers or television or of studying at traditional schools.”  Which would you prefer? Use reasons 

and specific details to explain your choice.  

108. “Is the ability to read and write more important today than in the past?” Why or why not? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer.  

109. “Many students choose to attend schools or universities outside their home countries.” Why do some 

students study abroad? Use specific reasons and details to explain your answer. 

110. People attend college or university for many different reasons (For example, new experiences, 

career preparation, increased knowledge). Why do you think people attend college or university? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

111. People have different ways of escaping the stress and difficulties of modern life. Some read; some 

exercise; others work in their gardens. What do you think are the best ways of reducing stress? Use 

specific details and examples in your answer.  

112. “Schools should ask students to evaluate their teachers.” Do you agree or disagree? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer. 

113. Some high schools require all students to wear school uniforms. Other high schools permit students to 

decide what to wear to school. Which of these two school policies do you think is better? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

114. Some people believe that a college or university education should be available to all students. Others 

believe that higher education should be available only to good students. Discuss these views. Which 

view do you agree with? Explain why. 
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115. “Some people believe that the best way of learning about life is by listening to the advice of family and 

friends. Other people believe that the best way of learning about life is through personal experience.”  

Compare the advantages of these two different ways of learning about life. Which do you think is 

preferable? Use specific examples to support your preference.  

116. Some people believe that university students should be required to attend classes. Others believe that 

going to classes should be optional for students. Which point of view do you agree with? Use specific 

reasons and details to explain your answer. 

117. Some people prefer to work for a large company. Others prefer to work for a small company. Which 

would you prefer? Use specific reasons and details to support your choice.  

118. “Some people think that they can learn better by themselves than with a teacher.” Others think that it 

is always better to have a teacher. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons to develop your essay. 

119. “Some students prefer to study alone. Others prefer to study with a group of students.” Which do you 

prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

120. “What do you consider to be the most important room in a house?” Why is this room more important 

to you than any other room? Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

121. “When people need to complain about a product or poor service, some prefer to complain in writing 

and others prefer to complain in person”. Which way do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples 

to support your answer.  

122. “When students move to a new school, they sometimes face problems.” How can schools help these 

students with their problems? Use specific reasons and examples to explain your answer. 

123. “You have been told that dormitory rooms at your university must be shared by two students.”  Would 

you rather have the university assign a student to share a room with you, or would you rather choose 

your own roommate? Use specific reasons and details to explain your answer. 

 

ARGUMENTATIVE - ENVIRONMENT  
 

 

124. Many parts of the world are losing important natural resources, such as forests, animals, or clean 

water. Choose one resource that is disappearing and explain why it needs to be saved. Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

125. Imagine that you have received some land to use as you wish. How would you use this land? Use 

specific details to explain your answer. 

126. In some countries, people are no longer allowed to smoke in many public places and office buildings. 

Do you think this is a good rule or a bad rule? Use specific reasons and details to support your position.  

ARGUMENTATIVE - GAMES, SPORTS, TOURISM, CUSTOMS  
 

124. Describe a custom from your country that you would like people from other countries to adopt. 

Explain your choice, using specific reasons and examples. (Topic 80) 

125. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Games are as important for adults as they are 

for children. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

126. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Playing games teaches us about life. Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer.  

127. When people move to another country, some of them decide to follow the customs of the new country. 

Others prefer to keep their own customs. Compare these two choices. Which one do you prefer? Support 

your answer with specific details.  

128. Why do you think some people are attracted to dangerous sports or other dangerous activities? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 
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ARGUMENTATIVE - SUCCESS  
 

129. Awards and prizes are given for excellence in various fields. Do these awards and prizes serve a 

useful purpose? Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

130. Decisions can be made quickly, or they can be made after careful thought. Do you agree or disagree 

with the following statement? The decisions that people make quickly are always wrong. Use reasons 

and specific examples to support your opinion. 

131. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A person should never make an important 

decision alone. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

132. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Face-to-face communication is better than 

other types of communication, such as letters, e-mail, or telephone calls. Use specific reasons and details 

to support your answer. 

133. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Most experiences in our lives that seemed 

difficult at the time become valuable lessons for the future.”. Use reasons and specific examples to 

support our answer. 

134. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “One should never judge a person by external 

appearances.” Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

135. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People are never satisfied with what they 

have; they always want something more or something different.  

136. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should read only those books that are 

about real events, real people, and established facts. Use specific reasons and details to support your 

opinion. 

137. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should sometimes do things that they 

do not enjoy doing. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

138. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Self-confidence is the most important factor 

for success in school or at work”. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

139. In your opinion, what is the most important characteristic (For example, honesty, intelligence, a 

sense of humor) that a person can have to be successful in life? Use specific reasons and examples from 

your experience to explain your answer. When you write your answer, you are not limited to the 

examples listed in the prompt. 

140. It has been said, "Not everything that is learned is contained in books." Compare and contrast 

knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from books. In your opinion, which source is 

more important? Why? 

141. Learning about the past has no value for those of us living in the present. Do you agree or disagree? 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

142. People learn in different ways. Some people learn by doing things; other people learn by reading 

about things; others learn by listening to people talk about things. Which of these methods of learning is 

best for you? Use specific examples to support your choice. 

143. Some people believe that success in life comes from taking risks or chances. Others believe that 

success results from careful planning. In your opinion, what does success come from? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer. 

144. Some people believe that the best way of learning about life is by listening to the advice of family and 

friends. Other people believe that the best way of learning about life is through personal experience. 

Compare the advantages of these two different ways of learning about life. Which do you think is 

preferable? Use specific examples to support your preference. 

145. Some people enjoy change, and they look forward to new experiences. Others like their lives to stay 

the same, and they do not change their usual habits. Compare these two approaches to life. Which 

approach do you prefer? Explain why. 

146. Some people like to do only what they already do well. Other people prefer to try new things and take 

risks. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

147. Some people prefer to get up early in the morning and start the day's work. Others prefer to get up 

later in the day and work until late at night. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your choice. 

148. Some people spend their entire lives in one place. Others move a number of times throughout their 

lives, looking for a better job, house, community, or even climate. Which do you prefer: staying in one 

place or moving in search of another place? Use reasons and specific examples to support your opinion. 
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149. Some people trust their First impressions about a person's character Because they believe these 

judgments are generally correct. Other people do not judge a person's character quickly Because they 

believe First impressions are often wrong. Compare these two attitudes. Which attitude do you agree 

with? Support your choice with specific examples. 

150. The expression "Never, never give up" means to keep trying and never stop working for your goals. 

Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

151. What are the important qualities of a good son or daughter? Have these qualities changed or 

remained the same over time in your culture? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

152. What is a very important skill a person should learn in order to be successful in the world today? 

Choose one skill and use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

153. Which is more important for success: the natural ability you are born with or hard work? Explain 

your opinion, using specific reasons and examples. 

154. You must select a person to teach others to do a job. Which one of the following is the most important 

for you to consider in making your selection? “the person's education " the person's work experience 

" the quality of the person's previous work Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

 

ARGUMENTATIVE - MEDIA  
 

155. “Films can tell us a lot about the country where they were made.” What have you learned about a 

country from watching its movies? Use specific examples and details to support your response. 

156. “Movies are popular all over the world.” Explain why movies are so popular. Use reasons and 

specific examples to support your answer.  

157. “People listen to music for different reasons and at different times.” Why is music important to many 

people? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice.  

158. “Some movies are serious, designed to make the audience think. Other movies are designed primarily 

to amuse and entertain.” Which type of movie do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 

159. “Some people say that advertising encourages us to buy things we really do not need. Others say that 

advertisements tell us about new products that may improve our lives.” Which viewpoint do you agree 

with? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

160. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Television, newspapers, magazines, and 

other media pay too much attention to the personal lives of famous people such as public figures and 

celebrities.” Use specific reasons and details to explain your opinion. 

161. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Advertising can tell you a lot about a country. 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.  

162. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Face-to-face communication is better than 

other types of communication, such as letters, email, or telephone calls. Use specific reasons and details 

to support your answer. 

163. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Reading fiction (such as novels and short 

stories) is more enjoyable than watching movies. Use specific reasons and examples to explain your 

position.  

164. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television has destroyed communication 

among friends and family. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

165. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Watching television is bad for children. Use 

specific details and examples to support your answer.  

166. How do movies or television influence people's behavior? Use reasons and specific examples to 

support your answer.  

167. Some people say that advertising encourages us to buy things we really do not need. Others say that 

advertisements tell us about new products that may improve our lives. Which viewpoint do you agree 

with? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.  
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ARGUMENTATIVE - MONEY (companies, government, schools, a person etc.)  
 

168. “A company has announced that it wishes to build a large factory near your community.” Discuss the 

advantages and disadvantages of this new influence on your community. Do you support or oppose the 

factory? Explain your position.  

169. A company is going to give some money either to support the arts or to protect the environment. 

Which do you think the company should choose? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 

answer. 

170. “A friend of yours has received some money and plans to use all of it either 1) to go on vacation 2) to 

buy a car. Your friend has asked you for advice.” Compare your friend's two choices and explain which 

one you think your friend should choose. Use specific reasons and details to support your choice. 

171. “A gift (such as a camera, a soccer ball, or an animal) can contribute to a child's development.” What 

gift would you give to help a child develop? Why? Use reasons and specific examples to support your 

choice. 

172. “A university plans to develop a new research center in your country. Some people want a center for 

business research. Other people want a center for research in agriculture (farming).” Which of these 

two kinds of research centers do you recommend for your country? Use specific reasons in your 

recommendation.  

173. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Businesses should do anything they can to 

make a profit.” Use specific reasons and examples to support your position. 

174. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “One should never judge a person by external 

appearances.” Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

175. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Only people who earn a lot of money are 

successful.” Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

176. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Playing games teaches us about life.” Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

177. “If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would you change?” Use 

reasons and specific examples to support your answer. 

178. “If you could go back to some time and place in the past, when and where would you go? Why?” Use 

specific reasons and details to support your choice. 

179. If you could invent something new, what product would you develop? Use specific details to explain 

why this invention is needed. 

180. “If you could make one important change in a school that you attended, what change would you 

make?”  Use reasons and specific examples to support your answer. 

181. If you could meet a famous entertainer or athlete, who would that be, and why? Use specific reasons 

and examples to support your choice. 

182. “If you could study a subject that you have never had the opportunity to study, what would you 

choose?”  Explain your choice, using specific reasons and details. 

183. “If you could travel back in time to meet a famous person from history, what person would you like to 

meet?” Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

 

184. If you were an employer, which kind of worker would you prefer to hire: an inexperienced worker at a 

lower salary or an experienced worker at a higher salary? Use specific reasons and details to support 

your answer.  

185. In general, people are living longer now. Discuss the causes of this phenomenon. Use specific reasons 

and details to develop your essay. 

186. In some countries, people are no longer allowed to smoke in many public places and office buildings. 

Do you think this is a good rule or a bad rule? Use specific reasons and details to support your position. 

187. Is it better to enjoy your money when you earn it or is it better to save your money for some time in 

the future? Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

188. Is it better to enjoy your money when you earn it or is it better to save your money for some time in the 

future? Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

189. It has recently been announced that a large shopping center may be built in your neighborhood. Do 

you support or oppose this plan? Why? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.  

190. It has recently been announced that a new high school may be built in your community. Do you 

support or oppose this plan? Why? Use specific reasons and details in your answer.  
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191. It has recently been announced that a new movie theater may be built in your neighborhood. Do you 

support or oppose this plan? Why? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.  

192. It has recently been announced that a new restaurant may be built in your neighborhood. Do you 

support or oppose this plan? Why? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

193. It is sometimes said that borrowing money from a friend can harm or damage the friendship. Do you 

agree? Why or why not? Use reasons and specific examples to explain your answer. 

194. Many people have a close relationship with their pets. These people treat their birds, cats, or other 

animals as members of their family. In your opinion, are such relationships good? Why or why not? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

195. Many people visit museums when they travel to new places. Why do you think people visit museums? 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

196.   People do many different things to stay healthy. What do you do for good health? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer. 

197. People have different ways of escaping the stress and difficulties of modern life. Some read; some 

exercise; others work in their gardens. What do you think are the best ways of reducing stress? Use 

specific details and examples in your answer. 

198.  People remember special gifts or presents that they have received. Why? Use specific reasons and 

examples to support your answer. 

199. People remember special gifts or presents that they have received. Why? Use specific reasons and 

examples to support your answer.  

200. People work Because they need money to live. What are some other reasons that people work? Discuss 

one or more of these reasons. Use specific examples and details to support your answer. 

201. Should governments spend more money on improving roads and highways, or should governments 

spend more money on improving public transportation (buses, trains, subways)? Why? Use specific 

reasons and details to develop your essay.  
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ARGUMENTATIVE - SOCIAL (family, friends, living, habits) 
 

202. Some people prefer to eat at food stands or restaurants. Other people prefer to prepare and eat food 

at home. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

203. Some people prefer to live in a small town. Others prefer to live in a big city. Which place would 

you prefer to live in? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.  

204. Some people prefer to spend most of their time alone. Others like to be with friends most of the 

time. Do you prefer to spend your time alone or with friends? Use specific reasons to support your 

answer. 

205. Some people prefer to spend time with one or two close friends. Others choose to spend time with a 

large number of friends. Compare the advantages of each choice. Which of these two ways of spending 

time do you prefer? Use specific reasons to support your answer. 

206. Some people prefer to work for a large company. Others prefer to work for a small company. 

Which would you prefer? Use specific reasons and details to support your choice. 

207. Some people think governments should spend as much money as possible exploring outer space 

(For example, traveling to the Moon and to other planets). Other people disagree and think governments 

should spend this money for our basic needs on Earth. Which of these two opinions do you agree with? 

Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

208. Some people think that the family is the most important influence on young adults. Other people 

think that friends are the most important influence on young adults. Which view do you agree with? Use 

examples to support your position. 

209. Some people trust their First impressions about a person's character Because they believe these 

judgments are generally correct. Other people do not judge a person's character quickly Because they 

believe First impressions are often wrong. Compare these two attitudes. Which attitude do you agree 

with? Support your choice with specific examples. 

210. The government has announced that it plans to build a new university. Some people think that your 

community would be a good place to locate the university. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of 

establishing a new university in your community. Use specific details in your discussion. 

211. What are some of the qualities of a good parent? Use specific details and examples to explain your 

answer. 

212. What change would make your hometown more appealing to people your age? Use specific reasons 

and examples to support your opinion.  

213. When famous people such as actors, athletes and rock stars give their opinions, many people listen. 

Do you think we should pay attention to these opinions? Use specific reasons and examples to support 

your answer. 

214. When people need to complain about a product or poor service, some prefer to complain in writing 

and others prefer to complain in person. Which way do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples 

to support your answer. 

215. Would you prefer to live in a traditional house or in a modern apartment building? Use specific 

reasons and details to support your choice.  

216. You have decided to give several hours of your time each month to improve the community where you 

live. What is one thing you will do to improve your community? Why? Use specific reasons and details 

to explain your choice. 

217. You have enough money to purchase either a house or a business. Which would you choose to buy? 

Give specific reasons to explain your choice. 

218. You have the opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks. Which country would you like 

to visit? Use specific reasons and details to explain your choice.  

219. Your city has decided to build a statue or monument to honor a famous person in your country. 

Who would you choose? Use reasons and specific examples to support your choice. 

220. Your school has enough money to purchase either computers for students or books for the library. 

Which should your  school choose to buy- computers or books? Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your recommendation. 

221. Your school has received a gift of money. What do you think is the best way for your school to 

spend this money? Use specific reasons and details to support your choice. 
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ARGUMENTATIVE - TECHNOLOGY  
 

223. Choose one of the following transportation vehicles and explain why you think it has changed 

people's lives. “Automobiles “Bicycles “Airplanes Use specific reasons and examples to support your 

answer. 

224. Do you agree or disagree that progress is always good? Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 

225. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Modern technology is creating a single 

world culture. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

226. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Technology has made the world a better 

place to live. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

227. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Telephones and email have made 

communication between people less personal. Use specific reasons and examples to support your 

opinion. 

228. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? With the help of technology, students 

nowadays can learn more information and learn it more quickly. Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 

229. If you could invent something new, what product would you develop? Use specific details to explain 

why this invention is needed. 

230. In the future, students may have the choice of studying at home by using technology such as 

computers or television or of studying at traditional schools. Which would you prefer? Use reasons and 

specific details to explain your choice. 

231. Nowadays, food has become easier to prepare. Has this change improved the way people live? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer.  

232. Some people like doing work by hand. Others prefer using machines. Which do you prefer? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

233. Some people say that computers have made life easier and more convenient. Other people say that 

computers have made life more complex and stressful. What is your opinion? Use specific reasons and 

examples to support your answer.  

234. Some people say that the Internet provides people with a lot of valuable information. Others think 

access to so much information creates problems. Which view do you agree with? Use specific reasons 

and examples to support your opinion.  

235. Some people think that governments should spend as much money as possible on developing or 

buying computer technology. Other people disagree and think that this money should be spent on more 

basic needs. Which one of these opinions do you agree with? Use specific reasons and details to support 

your answer. 

236. Some people think that the automobile has improved modern life. Others think that the automobile 

has caused serious problems. What is your opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 

answer.  

237. The 21st century has begun. What changes do you think this new century will bring? Use examples 

and details in your answer. What are some of the qualities of a good parent? Use specific details and 

examples to explain your answer.  

238. The twentieth century saw great change. In your opinion, what is one change that should be 

remembered about the twentieth century? Use specific reasons and details to explain your choice. 

239. What discovery in the last 100 years has been most beneficial for people in your country? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your choice.  

 

 

ARGUMENTATIVE - TRAVEL  
 

240. Some people like to travel with a companion. Other people prefer to travel alone. Which do you 

prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

241. You need to travel from your home to a place 40 miles (64 kilometers) away. Compare the different 

kinds of transportation you could use. Tell which method of travel you would choose. Give specific 

reasons for your choice. 
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CAUSE and EFFECT TOPICS 
 

1. “Advertising has many effects on the public.” Write a composition of about one page by discussing the 

statement.  

2. Causes / effects of air or water pollution.  

3. Causes / effects of alcoholism 

4. Causes / effects of conflicts in families.  

5. Causes / effects of destructing of forests. (e.g. cutting down the forests, forest fires, etc.) 

6. Causes / effects of hooliganism at soccer matches.  

7. Causes / effects of industrialization 

8. Causes / effects of stress on you.  

9. Causes / effects of the disintegration of a family.  

10. Causes / effects of violence in schools.  

11. Causes and effects of energy crisis in Turkey and possible solutions. 

12. Causes and effects of globalization on countries. 

13. Causes of the popularity of computer and video games.  

14. Discuss the effects in society of the increasing number of women in the workforce.  

15. Discuss the influence that advertising has had on your life or the lives of your friends. 

16. Discuss the influence that advertising has had on your life or the lives of your friends.  

17. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The invention of the Internet has had negative 

effects on your civilization. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.  

18. Do you prefer shopping at a large shopping center or at downtown stores? Explain why? 

19. Each year, many teenagers run away from home. What do you think are the chief causes? 

20. Economic, political, and cultural consequences of globalization. 

21. Effects of population growth.  

22. Explain why you do or do not like having picnics.  

23. Explain why you do or do not smoke.  

24. Explain why you would or would not want to live in a large city. 

25. Have computers made our lives easier or more complicated? Explain why you do or do not like to 

gamble.  

26. How does advertising to children affect family relations? 

27. How does advertising to children affect family relations? 

28. How does pain affect a person's life? 

29. How the movies or television influence people’s behavior?  

30. If you could ban anything in the world, what would it be and why?  

31. If you could change one important thing about your country, what would you change? Use reasons and 

specific examples to support your answer. 

32. If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would you change? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your answer. 

33. If you could change one thing about your childhood, what would it be?  

34. If you had the time and money to invent something new, what product would you develop? Use specific 

details to explain why this product is needed.  

35. Name someone you consider to be a modern hero or heroine and explain why.  

36. Name your favorite game or sport and explain why you find it enjoyable.  

37. People attend school for many different reasons (For example, expanded knowledge, societal 

awareness, and enhanced interpersonal relationships). Why do you think people decide to go to school? 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

38. People do many different things to stay healthy. What do you do for good health? Use specific reasons 

and examples to support your answer. 

39. Positive and negative effects of mass media on individuals and society.  

40. Should high school students be required to wear uniforms? Explain why? 

41. Should schools establish dress codes?  

42. Should Turkish students be required to learn a second language? Explain why? 
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43. Some people think that the automobile has improved modern life. Others think that the automobile has 

caused serious problems. What is your opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 

answer. 

44. Think about your favorite author. What caused him/her to write as he/she did? 

45. What animal do you like (or dislike) the most? Why?  

46. What are the causes and effects of the war on Iraq? 

47. What are the effects of beauty? Ugliness? Poverty? Wealth? 

48. What are the effects of beauty? Ugliness? Poverty? Wealth? 

49. What are the effects of overcrowded classrooms? 

50. What are the effects of overcrowding? 

51. What are the effects of television on study habits? 

52. What are the effects of the computer on the quality of your writing? 

53. What are the main reasons people come to college? 

54. What are the main reasons people come to Fatih University? Explain why? 

55. What are the main reasons people come to university? Do you read the newspaper every day? Why or 

why not?  

56. What are the physical effects of anger? 

57. What do you think about the reasons and results of immigration? (from village to town, from 

developing countries to developed ones, etc...) 

58. What do you think are the major causes of divorce?  

59. What do you think are the major effects of divorce upon children? Discuss. 

60. What effect has the _________ had on the Turkish society? 

61. What influence do you have over your friends and/or family? Why? 

62. What is your favorite holiday? Explain why? 

63. What kinds of people do you enjoy most? Explain why? 

64. What region of your country does you like the most? Why?  

65. What type of music do you prefer?  

66. What types of students do you like to have in your classes?  

67. What were the causes of the __________War? 

68. What were the effects of the ____________War? 

69. What would cause you to end a friendship?  

70. What would happen if it rained for forty days and forty nights? 

71. What would happen if ran out oil? 

72. What would happen if the polar ice caps melted? 

73. What would happen if we had no schools?  

74. What would have happened if I had not come to this school? 

75. What would have happened if the last election had gone differently? 

76. What’s your dream job? What job would you like to do after graduating from university? Explain why? 

77. When choosing a place to live, what do you consider most important: location, size, style, number of 

rooms, types of rooms, or other features? Use reasons and specific examples to support your answer. 

78. Why are many people afraid of growing old?  

79. Why are television talk shows so popular?  

80. Why are you such a good/poor/mediocre student? 

81. Why do Americans eat so much junk food?  

82. Why do many people prefer watching television news shows to reading newspapers?  

83. Why is football so popular?  

84. Would you like to live a country life or a city life? Explain why? 
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CLASSIFICATION 
 

1. An important discovery in the last 100 years. 
2. Methods of learning 

3. Qualities of a good neighbor.  

4. Qualities of a good son or daughter. 
5. Qualities of a good supervisor. 

6. Types of Computers 

7. Types of costumers 

8. Types of parents 

9. Types of teachers 

10. What famous athlete would you like to meet? 
11. What person would you like to meet? 
12. What question will you ask a famous person? 
13. Work by hand and by machine  
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COMPARE and CONTRAST 
 

1. A house and an apartment.  

2. A large company and a small company. 

3. A long vacation and short vacations.  

4. A small town and a big city 

5. Being alone and with friends.  

6. Being marriage and single 

7. City life and country life 

8. Compare and contrast yourself with the hero of your favorite movie giving clear examples. 

9. Countryside and city 

10. Developed and underdeveloped countries 

11. Eat out and eat at home 

12. Formal and informal language 

13. Getting up early and staying up late.  
14. Hard working and lazy people 

15. Holiday in winter and in summer 

16. Living alone and living with parents 

17. Living in a traditional house or in a modern apartment building  

18. Living in an apartment flat and house 

19. Living with your family or on your own 

20. Compare and contrast women and men in terms of their contribution to the human kind giving specific 

examples from real life (at home, in business, at sports, music, science, at school, etc...), the characters in 

the books you have read and in the movies you have seen.  

21. Outdoors activities and indoors activities. 

22. Payment by credit cards or cash 

23. Physical exercise and academic study 

24. Political parties in Turkey (leftwing & rightwing) 

25. Private and state TV channels 

26. Private university  and state university 

27. Reading fiction and watching movies. 

28. Self-employed and employed. 
29. Self-study and group study 

30. Serious movies and entertaining movies.  
31. Suburb and city center 

32. Team sports and individual sports 

33. Teamwork and working independently. 

34. The likenesses and differences between two countries’ administration.  

35. Traditional crowded families & modern families 

36. Traveling by train and by plane 

37. Two actors 

38. Two civilizations 

39. Two countries  

40. Two countries’ custom 

41. Two different centuries 

42. Two football teams 

43. Two jobs 

44. Two languages 

45. Two leaders 

46. Two political systems 

47. Two politicians 

48. Two regions 

49. Two writers 
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50. Urban life with rural life.  

51. War and peace 

52. Woman in the past and in new millennium 

53. Working at home and in an office 

54. You are going to study in the USA. You don't know anything about the educational system in this 

country. You decide to approach to this question seriously, as your future depends directly on your 

choice. You try to get to know more about the educational system in the USA. You haven't decided yet 

whether you are ready to leave your native country. Compare and contrast educational systems in 

America and Turkey. 
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DESCRIPTIVE 
 

1. A new shopping center. 
2. A new movie theater.  
3. A new restaurant in your neighborhood. 
4. A vehicle that changed people's lives.  
5. Dangerous sport. 

6. A custom from your country 

7. Your feelings on waking up and seeing snow on the ground on a school day. 

8. Some of the customs that are very common in your own culture. 

9. Think back to your First day in school (First grade or kindergarten) and relate what happened that day. 

10. Your little brother or sister is sick and can't sleep. Tell him/her a story that will help him/her go to sleep. 

11. You have just been rescued after being lost for 24 hours. Relate what happened that made you scared. 

12. You are walking home from a late movie, and you have to cut through a cemetery. Describe your 

experience. 

13. Imagine you are walking outside. A spring storm is coming. Describe for your classmates what you see, 

hear, smell, taste, and touch. 

14. Everyone has lost something. Tell about what happened the time you or someone else lost something. 

15. Imagine you are on a magic carpet that takes you anywhere you choose. Think about where you would 

go and what you might do. Write a story about your adventure. 
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PROCESS 
 

 

1. How to always be happy at your place of work  

2. How to be a successful student 

3. How to break up with a boyfriend or girlfriend 

4. How to cheat on a test  

5. How to clean a car  

6. How to clean a house 

7. How to design a table for a formal dinner 

8. How to discipline an unruly child 

9. How to end terrorism  

10. How to feed family members who drop by unexpectedly 

11. How to find something on the Internet 

12. How to fix a table  

13. How to get a discount on an expensive item 

14. How to get a good table at a restaurant 

15. How to get from your house to the supermarket 

16. How to get someone to fall in love with you 

17. How to help children do their homework  

18. How to learn a foreign language 

19. How to listen to lessons 

20. How to maintain a good relationship with your neighbors / parents /manager/ 

21. How to make a new friends 

22. How to make a paper airplane 

23. How to make bread 

24. How to make up  

25. How to organize a surprise party 

26. How to play a musical instrument 

27. How to practice yoga 

28. How to repair clock  

29. How to send e-mail 

30. How to study lesson 

31. How to survive a dull class 

32. How to write a good essay 
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NOTLAR 
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KOPYA METODUYLA İNGİLİZCE ÖĞRENME 
 

Prof. Dr. MEHMET KAPLAN 
Prof. Dr. Mehmet Kaplan, İngilizce öğrenmek için gittiği Londra’dan o zamanki talebesi Prof. Dr. Orhan Okay’a yazdığı 

mektupta, dil öğrenmedeki tecrübesini şu şekilde ifade eder: 
Orhan, 
   “Acaba Hoca, Londra'da bu kadar ne ile meşgul?” derseniz, cevabı basit: İngilizce ile. Geldiğim ilk hafta şehri epeyce dolaştım. 
Caddeleri, müzeleri gördüm. "Ha, Londra dedikleri buymuş!" diyerek odaya kapandım. Haftada üç gün sabahları evde hususi 
ders alıyoruz. Öğleden sonraları, vazife yapıyorum, İngilizce plak dinliyor veya kopya ediyorum. Gece yine aynı işe devam. 
Neredeyse, buraya geleli iki ay olacak, günler hep böyle geçti. Bir hayli istifade ettim sanıyorum. Meşhur şair ye münekkit T. S. 
Eliot'ın tenkitlerini kopya ediyorum. Alain'den öğrendiğim bu usul, son derece faydalı. Fakültede Osmanlıca’yı da kopya ederek 
öğretmiyor muyuz? Sizin de yabancı dil öğrenmek için her gün beş-altı sayfa kopya etmeniz faydalı olur. Bu suretle dikkat, 
kelime ve cümlenin teferruatına bağlanıyor, insan dalga geçmiyor. Prensiplerimden biri, bir gün dahi ihmal etmemek. Bunu size 
de hep tavsiye ederim; ama tatbik etmezsiniz. Her gün üç dört sayfa kopya ve tercüme, bir sene sonra bu iş tamam.      
   Yine Alain'den okumuştum, Stendhal genç iken söyle bir prensip kabul etmiş: "Her gün bir sayfa yazı, ya dahi olacağım ya hiç!" 
Avrupa'da en titiz yazarlar, ömürleri boyunca yirmi-otuz kitap yazarlar. Sebebi, bir gün atlatmadan her gün sabahtan öğleye 
kadar yazarlar. Biz, ilham geldikçe okur veya yazarız. Bu itiyadı evvela sizin kazanmanız, sonra talebenize aşılamanız çok iyi olur. 
Misafirlik, gevezelik bundan dolayı bana boş gelir. Bir fikir üzerinde insicamla, sürekli konuşma ne ise. Fakat dağınık konuşma, 
gevezelik insana hiçbir şey kazandırmaz. Bizim öğreneceğimiz o kadar çok şey var ki...  
   Bu yaşta kendimi talebe gibi hissediyorum. Neler bilmiyorum. Biz muhakkak ki çok vakit harcayan bir milletiz. Sefalet ve 
dalaletimizin sebebi bu; Burada boş oturan veya gezen adama rastlamak hemen hemen imkânsız. Herkes işinde gücünde. Bütün 
Türkiye bir kahvehane gibi. Boyuna gevezelik, dedikodu. Sizden aldığım mektuplarda, hadiseler dolaysıyla biraz bedbinleştiğinizi 
hissettim ve üzüldüm.  
   Alain'in en mühim nasihatlerinden biri, kendini bedbinliğe kaptırmamaktır. Felsefi bakımdan bedbin olmak temelsiz bir fikirdir. 
Hayat, durmadan değişir. Bir de hayatı, hayatımızı değiştirmek büyük nispette elimizdedir. Gelecek hakkında hiçbir faraziyede 
bulunmadan günlük vazifesini yapmak, işte ilerlemenin yolu. Ben hayatımda bir sene ilerisini göremedim; sizde istikbali keşfetmek 
hassası varsa, onu bilmem. Altı ay, hatta üç ay sonra ne olacağını önceden kestiremezsiniz. Her günü faydalı geçirmeye bakın, 
yarının ne olacağını düşünmeyin. "Her günün derdi kendisine yeter." diye bir söz vardır. "Her günün işi kendisine yeter." deyin. 
Yunus "Her gün yeni doğarız." demiyor mu? .......  
   Sizin çalışmalarınız beni çok yakından alakadar ediyor. Yabancı dil, kültürünüzün genişlemesi, tezleriniz. Başta ilk ikisi. 
Tezlerinizin mükemmeliyeti yabancı dil ile okuduğunuz kitapların sayısına bağlıdır. Biraz gecikmekte, eğer zaman iyi 
doldurmuş iseniz hiçbir mahzur yoktur. Yabancı dilde beş on kitap okumadan doktora yapmanızı istemiyorum. Bir defa bu merhaleyi 
aşmak lazım. Hepiniz için Garplı kültürü şart. Bu da Garplı ilmî eserleri ve dergileri okumakla olur. Araştırmada malzemeden çok, 
görüş mühimdir. Görüş ise, değerli araştırmaları okumakla elde edilir. İçinizde en kötü durumda olan Birol'dur. 24 saat dersi var. 
Şahsi mesai için pek az vakti kalıyor. Fakat o, sınıf derslerini hem kendisi hem de çocuklar için enteresan yapabilir. İnsan, mesele 
haline getirirse, en basit şeylerden, isimlerden, sıfatlardan da derin fikirler çıkarabilir. Bütün mesele, dikkatini bir mevzu üzerinde 
derinleştirmektir. Ona karşı uyanmaktır. Bu, ortaokulda da mümkündür. Askerliğimi Konya Askeri Ortaokulunda yaparken denedim, 
en basit metinlerde muhteva, şekil, üslup, hayat görüşü ve dilin mekanizmalarını arayınca pek çok şeyler buldum.  
   Hepiniz sınıf derslerini enteresan hâle getirebilirsiniz. Canınız sıkılmaz. Karşısına çıkan mevzular üzerinde kafasını işletmek, 
meseleler bulmakta bir sinek dahi mühimdir. Yine Yunus ne güzel söylemiştir: "Benim bir karıncaya ulu nazarım vardır". Küçük 
şeylere, isimlere, sıfatlara, basmakalıp sözlere "ulu nazar ile bakmak. " Bu nevi günlük dikkatler, keşifler sizi ilmî çalışmaya 
hazırlar.  
   Kendinizi serbest düşünen bir insan gibi hissetmelisiniz. Mehmet; Kerem ile Aslı veya Âşık Garib'i mevzu olarak düşünüyordu. 
Bence hepsi olur. Yukarıda da dediğim gibi, konunun değil, bakışın, ele alışın ehemmiyeti vardır. Yeni Türk edebiyatı için de aynı şey 
bahis mevzuu.  
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YAZMAK YETENEK İŞİ MİDİR? 
 

Yazı yazma konusunda istekli olan genç yazar adaylarının bilmesi gereken bir konu var: Yazarlık 

meselesinin yetenekle bir ilgisi var mı, yok mu?  

Önceki yazımızda yazarlığın ilk şartı olan “istek”ten söz etmiştik. Kişi önce istemeli…  

Hemen şöyle bir itiraz duyar gibiyim. “Çok istiyorum, ama olmuyor. Bende yetenek yok”  

İşte şimdi olmadı sevgili dostum. Yazarlığın yetenek işi olduğunu düşünüyorsan ve kendinde bu yeteneğin 

olmadığına hükmettiysen hayatının en büyük yanlışlarından birini yapıyorsun demektir. Sen hiç duymadın 

mı “ Başarının yüzde biri hüner; yüzde doksan dokuzu terdir” sözünü? Elbette yetenek olacak bir 

insanda, ama bunun oranı ne? Nice yetenekli insanlar gördüm iki cümleyi bir araya getirip yazamayan…  

“Ben çok yetenekliyim, bende doğuştan yazarlık istidadı var. Niçin çalışayım ki?” diye düşünenler de aynı 

hatanın kurbanları olma yolundalar. “Dehan varsa çalış ortaya çıksın. Dehan yoksa çalış ki çalışmak 

dehanın yerini alsın” sözünü de onlara hatırlatalım.  

O yüzden sakın böyle bir yanılgı içine düşme. Yazarlık çalışmakla, alın teriyle, sabırla olur. Bir bak 

bakalım etrafındaki yazarların hayatına, bir oku bakalım büyük yazarların hayat hikayesini. Orada neler 

görecek, neler okuyacaksın? Ne zahmetlere katlanarak, hangi zorluklarla boğuşarak yazar olmuş o 

insanlar?… Hiçbir zafer çiçekli yollardan gidilerek elde edilmemiştir. Dikenler ayaklarına batacak, taşlar 

ayaklarını kanatacak, gözlerin kan çanağına bürünecek uykusuz gecelerin sabahında, parmakların 

uyuşacak kalem tutmaktan… Ve öyle zafere ulaşacaksın. Diğer türlü bir anlamı da olmaz zaten başarının.  

Hayatta zorluklar iyi ki var. Çünkü onlar olgunlaştıracak seni. Sen, ham bir meyvesin bu yolculuğun başında. 

Rüzgarla, güneşle, yağmurla, karla, fırtınayla mücadele etmekten korkuyorsan kızarıp lezzetli bir meyveye 

dönüşemezsin. Hamken düşen bir meyve, çürümekten, toprağa karışıp gitmekten kendini koruyamaz. Bu 

zorlu mücadeleyi kazananlar hep sabredenler olmuşlardır.  

İlk yazdığın yazıda şöhreti yakalamayı beklersen sonsuza kadar beklersin. Defalarca aynı yazıyı yazacaksın 

belki de. Bir kelime için defalarca yırtıp atacaksın yazdıklarını. Olmamış diyecekler. Tekrar yaz 

diyecekler. Çok basit diyecekler. Sen bu işi bırak diyecekler. Bütün bunları aşacak güçte ve 

kararlılıkta olmalısın.  

Yılmaz Erdoğan, ilk tiyatro oyunu sahneye konulduğunda 10 bin sayfalık bir yazı hayatından söz 

etmişti. Yani ilk yazdığı oyun değildi o. Öncesinde bir, on bin sayfalık çaba ve birikim vardı. İşte, sen 

sadece sonuca bakarsan aldanırsın. Öncesini de görmelisin. Hiçbir başarı tesadüfî değildir. Bir çok yazar ve 

şair de aynı şeyleri söyler. Der ki , “İlk kitabım çıktığında ben, en az on kitaplık bir yazı yazmıştım”.  

Bütün bunları seni yıldırmak için yazmıyorum. Tam tersine, seni yüreklendirmek için, sana ümit vermek 

için, seni sevdiğim için yazıyorum. Çünkü işin başında ne kadar donanımlı olursan, hazırlığını ne kadar 

iyi yaparsan, işin felsefesini ne kadar iyi bilirsen bu yolculuk o nispette keyifli ve verimli geçecektir. Ve 

yolda bir sürü hayalleri sönmüş, tükenmiş, ideali kalmamış insanla karşılaşmayacaksın. Ama eğer bunları 

bilmeden kuru bir hevesle, işin yıldızlı kısmına aldanarak bu yola çıkarsan, daha bir dönemeç bile dönmeden 

bir sürü mezarla karşılaşıp sen de kahrolacaksın. İşte sen kahrolmamalısın. Çıktığın yolu bitirilmelisin. O 

yüzden seni bilgilendirme, sana gerçekleri söyleme derdindeyim.  

Sen yeteneklisin. Çünkü yetenekli insanlar bir arayışa girer. Yeteneğini fark etmek aslında en büyük 

yetenektir yazarlıkta. Yeteneğini fark etmeden göçüp giden ne insanlar vardır bu âlemde bir bilsen.  

Artık yapman gereken yeteneklerini doğru bir çalışma prensibiyle süslemen ve adım adım, sabırla bu 

merdivenleri çıkman. Bu yolda asla asansöre binme. Asansöre binenler aynen geri iniyorlar çünkü.  

Kitap fuarlarında, bazı yayınevlerinin stantlarının önünde görürsün yazarlık merdivenlerinden asansörle 

çıkmış yazarları. Büyük büyük posterleri asılmıştır sağa, sola. Bir yazardan çok “popstar” görüntüsü vardır 

afişlerinde. Sadece o fuarda görürsün. Bir dahaki fuarda bir başkasını görürsün. Kullanılmış ve atılmışlardır 

bir kenara. Çünkü alın terleri yoktur o basamaklarda.  

İşte sevgili dostum sen kullanılma. Kurallarını kendin belirle. Adımlarını kendin at.  

Sanırım anlatabilmişimdir yazarlık meselesinin yetenekten ziyade emek işi olduğunu…  

Allah, emeklerini zâyi etmesin sevgili dostum… 29.06.2006 - Adem Keven ademkeven@hotmail.com 
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